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The phased array antennas (PAAs) are indispensable for satellite communications 

(SATCOM), battlefield applications, 5G communications and different other developing 

technological applications. The recent advances of commercial silicon beamforming chipsets 

have aided the pervasive employment of phased array antennas for commercial applications. 

This research work is focused on the design and development of phased array antennas that 

fulfill the growing demands of high-gain beam steering antennas in satellite and wireless 

communications. 

In the first project of this thesis, investigations on the heat sink property of a 4x2 wideband 

dual linear polarized phased array antenna comprised of 3D metal printed all metallic 

radiators, serving also as a heat sink, is presented for X-band frequency. This radiating 

element resembles heat fins, and is designed to cover 8.5-11.5 GHz impedance bandwidth. 

Excellent radiation pattern with low cross-polarization is obtained over the entire 

bandwidth, while the peak broadside gain is varying between 11-14 dBi. Beam scans are 

viable ±50° in φ=00 plane and ±30° in φ=900 plane. The beamforming network (BFN) is 

comprised of commercial silicon Radio Frequency Integrated Circuit (RFIC) chips which 

have been integrated with the antenna aperture. The temperature reduction of 60°C is 

achieved with the heat sink structure when the temperature distribution of BFN with and 

without heat sink are compared for the 4x2 array.  
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In the second project, a wideband (22-28 GHz), polarization reconfigurable (horizontal (X-), 

vertical (Y-), left-hand circular and right-hand circular polarizations), flat panel, 8x8 transmit 

(Tx)/receive (Rx) phased array antenna (PAA), with RFIC based integrated BFN, is proposed. 

The array offers a realized gain of 22-23 dBi/dBic in the broadside direction and scans to 

approximately ±50° while maintaining 3dB gain drop/scan loss, low cross-polarized fields, 

and axial ratio (AR) below 3dB (in case of circular polarization (CP)) over the entire 

bandwidth within the given scan range. The array is comprised of novel radiating elements, 

arranged in a unique way in the array such that the benefit of element mirroring is achieved 

during the dual linear cases, whereas the benefit of sequential rotation of elements is 

achieved in dual CP cases. The simulated results are validated through the measurement 

results for a fabricated PAA prototype for the scanned radiation patterns for all four 

polarizations in receive mode, antenna gain-to-noise temperature (G/T) in receive mode, 

and effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP) in transmit mode. 

SATCOM employs reflector antennas with circularly polarized feed sources at their terminals 

for high directivity and relatively low cost. In the third project, an innovative design 

technique of a dual circularly polarized feed source suitable for a parabolic reflector working 

in two far-off bands with 1:1.8 ratio is proposed, which can find applications in satellite 

communications (SATCOM). The proposed design covers an impedance bandwidth of 500 

MHz in Ku-band (14.2-14.8 GHz), and 1 GHz in K-band (25-26 GHz), with a peak directivity 

of almost 15 dBic and axial ratio below 3dB over the entire bandwidth for both bands. This 

feed source assures that the half-edge-illumination beamwidths are the same for both the 

bands for an offset parabolic reflector of focal-length-to-diameter (f/d) ratio of 1.5. The feed 

prototype is built, and simulation results are experimentally validated. 
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Chapter 1 
 

Introduction and Motivation  
 

  

1.1 Objective  

For satellite communications (SATCOM), battlefield applications, 5G communications and 

different other developing technological applications, the demand for phased array antennas 

(PAAs) and high gain reflector antennas are pervasive. The recent developments of 

commercial silicon beamforming chipsets have increased the flexibility of phased array 

antennas. This research work is a pursuit of novel high gain antenna technologies that 

comply with the growing demands of innovative antenna design in satellite and wireless 

communications.  

As part of the doctoral research, the first significant antenna research contribution is the 

investigations of heat sink property of a novel dual linear polarized low cross-polarization 

X-Band phased array antenna employing silicon RFICs based beamforming network. Here, a 

wideband, dual linear polarized phased array antenna, comprised of intuitively shaped all 

metallic radiators is proposed for X-band applications. The antenna aperture is 3D metal 

printed, and the beamforming network, consisting of Anokiwave radio frequency integrated 

chips (RFICs), is integrated with the antenna aperture. The antenna aperture works as a heat 

sink in addition to radiation, which in turn helps to dissipate the heat generated by the RFICs. 

This work is already completed and published in a peer reviewed journal of IEEE.  

In the next phase of research, a polarization reconfigurable wideband flat panel transmit 

(Tx)/receive (Rx) phased array antenna with uniquely arranged novel radiating elements 

for satellite communication is proposed. This work is based on requirements derived from a 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Glenn Research Center (GRC) 

mission concept for an orbiting lunar relay providing persistent connectivity to the lunar 

south pole. A flat panel phased array with RFIC based beamforming network is proposed. 

The array consists of novel radiating elements arranged exclusively in sub-array level, 
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thereby improving cross-polarized fields and axial ratio. The gain to noise temperature 

(G/T) in receiving mode and effective isotropic power (EIRP) in transmit mode are also 

studied in addition to beam scan performance in receive and transmit modes. This work is 

already completed and published in a peer reviewed journal of IEEE.  

In the next step, a Fabry-Perot cavity based shared aperture Ku-/Ka-band dual circular 

polarized array, both having same phase center, is designed as a feed source of an offset 

parabolic reflector antenna intended for SATCOM application. The dual band feed source 

facilitates Tx and Rx purpose at two far off bands in SATCOM applications. This work is 

already completed and has been submitted in a peer reviewed journal of IEEE. 

 

1.2 Motivation and background    

1.2.1 Investigations of Heat Sink Property of a Novel Dual Linear Polarized Low Cross-

Polarization X-Band Phased Array Antenna Employing Silicon RFICs Based 

Beamforming Network 

For satellite communications (SATCOM), battlefield applications, 5G communications and 

different other developing technological applications, the phased array antennas (PAAs) are 

preferred over mechanical scanning antennas as the PAA can radiate ample amount of 

microwave power in an intended direction to accomplish system link requirements and the 

beam can be electronically scanned instantaneously, [1], [2]. The recent developments of 

commercial silicon beamforming chipsets have increased the flexibility of phased array 

antennas. The fully integrated chipset discards the need for discrete transceiver blocks and 

employs a transmit/receive (T/R) switch, low noise amplifier, power amplifier, phase 

shifters, and variable attenuators. Moreover, the fully integrated chipset reduces overall size, 

cost, and RF losses.  

On the other side, with the advancement of 3-D system in package (SiP) technology, multiple 

radio frequency (RF) components including antennas are highly integrated in a single 

package with very limited space. Thus, the heat generated by the chips become severe 

problem since excessive thermal energy may affect the performance and even destroy 
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sensitive devices. For the purpose of improving thermal management and maintain 

performance of compact RF devices, extra heatsink structures are required.    

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 1.1: (a) Cross-sectional view of notch antenna array with radome and a printed circuit 

board, and (b) Calculated temperature of a notch array with 50 Watt load with 40oC inlet air 

with 0.425 m3/s. [3]. 
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In [3], a single polarized stepped notch antenna attached to a flat multi-layered printed 

circuit board (PCB), working at Ku-band, is explored, where the antenna aperture, along with 

serving as a radiator, provides a thermal heat sink for active arrays as well. The heat 

generated by the active devices, such as amplifiers (HPA or LNA), passes through the PCB, 

into the antenna aperture through plated holes which provide the principal heat path, as 

shown in Fig. 1.1(a). A thin radome is placed above the 26 x 11 notch array, and a maximum 

temperature of 60°C is noted with 40° C inlet air flow of 0.425 m3/s, and a heat load of 50 

WA, as shown in Fig. 1.1(b).  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

Fig. 1.2. (a) Schematic of the proposed heatsink antenna, Simulated temperature 

distributions: (b) with heatsink and (c) without heatsink [4]. 

 

In [4], a single polarized 4x4 fixed beam heat sink antenna array on low-temperature cofired 

ceramic (LTCC) substrate is proposed [Fig. 1.2 (a)], where the antenna element is a horn-like 

structure that consists of an open-ended waveguide and two vertical metallic fins, and the 

feeding network is comprised of the substrate integrated waveguides (SIWs) with numerous 

metallic vias. Metallic vias help to transfer the heat from chips to the heatsink, and 

temperature reduction of 40.1°C is achieved, as seen in Fig. 1.2 (b). 

The first project of this doctoral research is a Navy-funded project where an X-band phased 

array antenna comprised of anall-metall radiating element with dual linear polarization in a 

4x2 array that also serves as a heat sink for dissipating the heat generated by the chipsets in 

the integrated beam forming network (BFN) is designed.  
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1.2.2. A Polarization Reconfigurable Wideband Flat Panel Tx/Rx Phased Array 

Antenna with Uniquely Arranged Novel Radiating Elements for Satellite 

Communication 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) is exploring the use of 5G as a key 

component of the future lunar surface communications architecture. A relay satellite capable 

of interoperability with the lunar surface 5G network is highly desired. The second project 

of this doctoral research is based on requirements of the NASA, Glenn Research Center (GRC) 

mission concept for an orbiting lunar relay providing constant connectivity to the lunar 

south pole. Fig. 1.3 shows the schematic of the NASA flight test, which has the following two 

objectives, firstly to demonstrate the capabilities of phased array technologies to provide 

relay services to future lunar surface missions, and to demonstrate the use of 5G protocols 

in a relay architecture to interoperate with 5G cells on the lunar surface. 

 

 

Fig. 1.3. Schematic for NASA flight test to demonstrate the capabilities of phased array 

technologies. 
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 In [5] and [6] an RFIC based 256 elements polarization agile Ku-band phased-array working 

in receive mode and transmit modes, respectively, are presented for SATCOM applications. 

Extensive measurement results, including beam scan performance and gain to noise 

temperature (G/T) in receive case [5] and effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP) in case 

of transmit case [6] is presented, which explains the versatility of the RFIC based phased 

array. Fig. 1.4 (a) shows the Ku-band phased-array terminal, whereas Fig. 1.4(b) shows the 

256-element phased-array architecture [5]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

Fig. 1.4. (a) Ku-band phased-array terminal (RF-front end) and (b) The 256-element 

phased-array SATCOM receiver based on 64 quad beamformer chips [5]. 

 

In the second project of this doctoral research, an RFIC based Tx/Rx, wideband, flat panel, 

polarization reconfigurable (dual linear as well as dual circular polarized) phased array 

antenna working in K-/Ka-band (22-28 GHz) frequency range with very low cross-polarized 

fields and an axial ratio below 3dB over entire scan volume and entire bandwidth is explored. 

Though the phased array is designed to meet the requirements of the NASA project, but this 

array is scalable, versatile, and highly applicable to advanced communication systems. 
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1.2.3. Dual Circular Polarized (RHCP/LHCP) Dual (Ku/K-) Band Shared Aperture Feed 

Source with Common Phase Center for an Offset Reflector Antenna 

A dual linear polarized array antenna with a large distance between the radiating elements 

is designed in a Fabry–Perot cavity (FPC) between a ground plane and a partially reflective 

surface (PRS) [7]. The configuration offers the following advantages, like higher directivity 

with a lesser number of radiating elements, large interelement spacing which, leads to small 

coupling and easy feeding network development, and so forth.  

 

 

(a)                                                                                           (b) 

 

     

                                       (c)                                                                (d) 

Fig. 1.5. Dual polarized antenna layout (a) 2-D view, (b) 3-D view, (c) Scattering parameters 

at the two ports of the dual-polarized antenna, and (d) Gain of the two interleaved arrays 

forming the dual-polarized antenna [7]. 
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SATCOM employs reflector antennas with circularly polarized feed sources at their terminals 

for high directivity and relatively low cost. SATCOM requires two independent widely 

separated bands for the transmit (Tx) and receive (Rx) applications. In [8], a linear polarized 

dual-band EBG antenna has been designed as a feed source of an offset parabolic reflector 

antenna.  The same phase center has been obtained at 5 GHz and 7.5 GHz, and the antenna is 

suitable to feed a reflector antenna with a focal-length-to-diameter (f/d) ratio of 1.2.  

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 1.6. (a) Reflector antenna geometry, and (b) Reflector antenna radiation patterns with 

the dual-band.  
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Based on the concept of array thinning proposed in [11], in the third project of this doctoral 

research, a right-hand circular polarized (RHCP) sparse array is designed inside a Fabry-

Perot cavity (FPC) for Ku-band with a single layer PRS as a superstrate. A conventional left-

hand circular polarized (LHCP) K- band array is designed on the same substrate layer with 

the same phase center as the Ku-band array. This shared aperture array is employed as a 

dual-band feed source for an offset parabolic reflector. 

 

 

1.3 Simulation, Fabrication and Measurement Resources 

The initial research begins with a concept supported by electromagnetic analysis and 

mathematical equations. Immediately after the concept is perceived, the simulation in 

electromagnetic software is to be done. High-Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS), which 

is based on the Finite element Method, is the primary software tool for this doctoral research. 

Other supporting Electromagnetic software are Computer Simulation Technology (CST) 

Microwave Studio, Altair FEKO, TICRA Grasp, Keysight Advanced Design System (ADS), and 

Cadence AWR Microwave Office. Along with electromagnetic simulation, we need an 

analytical study to see whether the simulated results agree with the mathematical solution. 

MATLAB is employed as the programming software for analytical analysis. The Antenna and 

Microwave Laboratory (AML) at San Diego State University is equipped with almost all the 

resources to accomplish the electromagnetic simulation and mathematical study. 
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(a)  

 

(b) 

Fig. 1.8. Photograph of the (a) Anechoic Chamber (800 MHz-40 GHz), and (b) Mini-Compact 

Antenna Test Range (M-CATR) system at the Antenna and Microwave Laboratory, San Diego 

State University. 
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When desired results are obtained through a thorough parametric study in electromagnetic 

simulation, the prototype has to be fabricated and measured for impedance matching and 

radiation pattern to validate the simulation results. The first two projects of this doctoral 

research include complicated printed circuit boards and RFICs.  Therefore, the all-metal 3D 

metal-printed phased array antenna prototype for the first project and the flat panel phased 

array antenna for the second project are fabricated by local fab-houses.  

The Fabry Perot Cavity-based shared aperture array for the third project is fabricated in the 

Antenna and Microwave Laboratory (AML) in SDSU. The PCB milling machine, soldering 

station, and 3D printing machine are also available in the AML, SDSU. 

The scattering parameters of the fabricated prototypes are measured using the Anritsu 

37269D vector network analyzer (VNA) covering 40 MHz to 40 GHz and Keysight E5063A 

covering 100 kHz to 18 GHz available in AML, SDSU. The anechoic chamber in AML, SDSU, 

shown in Fig.1.8(a), is capable far-field radiation measurements in the frequency range from 

800 MHz to 40 GHz with the ORBIT/FR 959 acquisition measurement software and provides 

measurement results for 2D/3D radiation pattern, realized gain, and polarization with a 

sense of rotation. Therefore, fabricated prototypes are measured for impedance matching 

and radiation patterns in the AML, SDSU. Apart from the first anechoic chamber shown in 

Fig. 1.18(a), the second anechoic chamber, shown in Fig. 1.18 (b), is a Mini-Compact Antenna 

Test Range (M-CATR) from Microwave Vision Group (MVG) for millimeter-wave antenna 

measurements up to 110 GHz, which has helped me to get a hands-on experience in mm-

wave antenna measurement. 

 

1.4. Conclusion 

The theory of computational electromagnetics and relevant antenna technology is discussed 

in the following chapter.  Chapter 3 is about the innovative 3D metal printed all-metal heat 

sink phased array antenna for Ku-band application. The novel flat panel transmit/receive 

phased array developed for NASA-funded project is elaborately described in Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 5 presents the design technique of a novel dual-band feed for a reflector antenna 

intended for SATCOM application. Chapter 7 is the conclusion and discussion about future 

possibilities.  
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Chapter 2 

 

Computational Electromagnetics and Related Antenna Theory 

 

2.1 Review of Computational Methods 

Finite Element Method (FEM) is a computational tool for engineers and physicists, utilizing 

quick computations to solve large problems insoluble by analytical, closed-form expressions. 

The “Finite Element Method” is a procedure where a structure is subdivided into a large 

number of simple constituent units called finite elements, which are each solved using direct 

analytical methods, and then re-assemble the solution for the entire problem space as a 

matrix of simultaneous equations. Here, Ansys HFSS (High Frequency Structure Simulator) 

simulation tool is used to set up the FEM problem for the proposed research problems. A 

brief overview of the FEM method employed in HFSS is discussed in this section [10].  

The model is subdivided into tetrahedral elements and a basis function, Wn is defined per 

tetrahedral. Wn is constructed on the basis of problem inputs and define conditions between 

nodal locations in the overall mesh of tetrahedra. The functions are simple and nonzero only 

within the tetrahedra. These basis functions are then multiplied by field equation. HFSS 

solves field equation derived from Maxwell’s equations. Following are the steps in the HFSS 

FEM solution process. 

The model is subdivided into tetrahedral elements and basis function, Wn is defined per 

tetrahedral. Wn defines conditions between nodal locations in the overall mesh of tetrahedra, 

based on the problem inputs. The functions are simple and nonzero only within the 

tetrahedra. These basis functions are then multiplied by field equation. Following are the 

steps in the HFSS FEM solution process. 

HFSS solves field equation derived from Maxwell’s equations: 

∇ × (
1

𝜇𝑟
∇ × �⃑� ) − 𝑘0

2𝜀𝑟�⃑� = 0                                              (2.1) 

Integrating the result over volume, we get: 
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∫ [𝑊𝑛. ∇ × (
1

𝜇𝑟
∇ × �⃑� ) − 𝑘0

2𝜀𝑟𝑊𝑛�⃑� ]𝑣
𝑑𝑣 = 0                                                                   (2. 2) 

Integration is replicated in thousands of equations for n=1, 2 ...N. Intent is to obtain N 

equations with N unknowns for solution. The equation is rewritten, using Green’s and 

Divergence theorems:  

∫ [(∇ × 𝑊𝑛). ∇ × (
1

𝜇𝑟
∇ × �⃑� ) − 𝑘0

2𝜀𝑟𝑊𝑛�⃑� ]𝑣
𝑑𝑣 = ∫ (𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚)𝑑𝑠

𝑠
             (2.3)  

The E-field is written as summation of unknowns, xm, times same basis functions used in 

generating the initial series of equations:  

�⃑� = ∑ 𝑥𝑚
𝑁
𝑚=1 𝑊𝑚                                                     (2. 4) 

Resulting equations allow solution of unknowns, xm, to find E: 

∑ 𝑥𝑚
𝑁
𝑚=1 . (∫ [(∇ × 𝑊𝑛). ∇ × (

1

𝜇𝑟
∇ × �⃑� ) − 𝑘0

2𝜀𝑟𝑊𝑛�⃑� ]𝑣
𝑑𝑣) = ∫ (𝑏𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚)𝑑𝑠

𝑠
    (2. 5)                                           

Equation has the basic form Ax=B, where A is the basis functions and field equation, in a 

known N x N matrix ‘x’ is the unknowns to be solved for B is the excitation. In the matrix 

equation, A is a known NxN matrix that includes any applied boundary condition terms, B 

contains the port excitations which is voltage and current sources and incident waves. Once 

you have solved for x, we can find E. 

The Finite-Element solution matrix has a number of known properties such as:  

• Matrix is generally large, N on the order of tens of thousands.  

• Matrix is generally sparse (matrix in which most of the elements are zero) matrix  

• Only basis functions in the same tetrahedra result in nonzero element. 

 • Intelligent ordering of the mesh results in nonzero elements being gathered along the 

diagonal.  

• Lossless problems will have only real nonzero elements. 

• Lossy problems will have complex nonzero elements.  

• Problems with standard excitations will have symmetric matrices.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Matrix_(mathematics)
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• Problems with certain boundary conditions may have asymmetric matrices. 

Due to its sparse and banded (diagonal band) nature, the matrix can be solved using different 

matrix decomposition techniques. HFSS uses an iterative process. HFSS uses the above 

process repeatedly, changing the mesh in a very deliberate manner, until the correct field 

solution is found. Matrix equations are thus formulated to solve for electromagnetic field 

behavior. The flowchart of the general design process in Ansys HFSS is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.1: Flowchart of the general design process in Ansys HFSS [10].  

 

2.2. Phased Array Antenna (PAA) 

2.2.1. Concept of PAA 

The basic principle of electronic scanning phased array operation is that, by controlling the 

progressive phase difference between the radiating elements in an antenna array, the 

maximum radiation can be steered in any desired direction to form a scanning array. In 

phased array technology, the scanning must be continuous, and hence the system should be 
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capable of continuously varying the progressive phase between the elements, and phase 

shifters are employed to achieve this. The progressive phase can be obtained using analog or 

digital phase shifters to achieve continuous or discrete beam steering/scanning. Fig. 2.2 

schematically describes the beam steering mechanism of a one-dimensional phased array 

antenna by application of a particular progressive phase shift Δφ. 

 

Fig. 2.2: Beam steering mechanism in one dimensional Phased Array Antenna 

[https://www.rfcafe.com/references/electrical/ew-radar-handbook/frequency-phase-

effects-antennas.htm] 

 

2.2.2. N Elements Linear Array with Uniform Amplitude and Spacing 

A uniform array is an array of identical elements, with identical amplitude and each with a 

progressive phase shift. Let us consider a one-dimensional linear array, as shown in Fig. 5.2, 

where all the elements have identical amplitudes but each succeeding element has a β 

progressive phase lead current excitation relative to the preceding one. The array factor is 

evaluated by considering the elements as point sources [1].  

https://www.rfcafe.com/references/electrical/ew-radar-handbook/frequency-phase-effects-antennas.htm
https://www.rfcafe.com/references/electrical/ew-radar-handbook/frequency-phase-effects-antennas.htm
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Fig. 2.3: Far-field geometry of N-element array of isotropic sources positioned along the Z-

axis [1]. 

 

The array factor is given by 

             𝐴𝐹 = ∑ 𝑒𝑗(𝑛−1)(𝑘𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃+𝛽)𝑁
𝑛=1                                             (2.6) 

This can be simplified as 

𝐴𝐹 =
sin(

𝑁𝜓

2
) 

𝑠𝑖𝑛(
𝜓

2
)
                                                        (2.7) 

where,                                                     𝜓 = 𝑘𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 + 𝛽                                                     (2.8) 

or, assuming small 𝜓 and normalizing we get, 

𝐴𝐹 =
sin(

𝑁𝜓

2
) 

(
𝑁𝜓

2
)

                                                     (2.9) 

For nulls in the array, 
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sin (
𝑁𝜓

2
) =0       𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒, 𝑛 = 1,2,3… ,𝑁 ≠ 𝑁, 2𝑁, 3𝑁 …                  (2.10) 

For maximum of the array, 

𝜓

2
= ±𝑚𝜋           𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒,𝑚 = 0,1,2, …                                                 (2.11) 

 

2.2.3. Broadside Array and End-fire Array 

To obtain the maximum radiation of an array directed normal to the axis of the array or in 

broadside direction, i.e., at θ=90°, 

𝜓 = 𝑘𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 + 𝛽|𝜃=90° = 𝑘𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑠90° + 𝛽 = 0                                   (2.12) 

Therefore,  

𝛽 = 0 °                                                                  (2.13) 

Thus, for the array factor to be directed in the broadside of the axis of the uniform linear 

array, all the elements must have the same phase excitation along with the same amplitude 

excitation. To avoid any grating lobes, the largest spacing between the elements should be 

less than one wavelength. 

To obtain maximum radiation along the axis of the array (end-fire)  

Either 

𝜓 = 𝑘𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 + 𝛽|𝜃=0° = 𝑘𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑠0° + 𝛽 = 0                        (2.14) 

Therefore,  

𝛽 = −𝑘𝑑                                                                               (2.15) 

Or 

𝜓 = 𝑘𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 + 𝛽|𝜃=180° = 𝑘𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑠180° + 𝛽 = 0                            (2.16) 

Therefore,  

𝛽 = 𝑘𝑑                                                           (2.17) 
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If the spacing between two elements is half wavelength, end-fire exists in both directions 

simultaneously. Therefore, to generate only one end-fire maximum and to avoid any grating 

lobes, the maximum spacing between the elements should be less than half wavelength.  

2.2.4. Phased Array 

If the maximum radiation of the array is required to be oriented at any arbitrary angle θ0 

(0◦ ≤  θ0  ≤ 180o), the phase excitation β between the elements must be adjusted so that 

 

𝜓 = 𝑘𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃0 + 𝛽 = 0                                            (2.18) 

Therefore,  

𝛽 = −𝑘𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃0                                                     (2.19) 

Thus, by controlling the progressive phase difference between the elements, the maximum 

radiation can be steered in any desired direction to form a scanning array. Since in phased 

array technology the scanning must be continuous, the system should be capable of 

continuously varying the progressive phase between the elements. In practice, this is 

accomplished electronically by the use of ferrite or diode phase shifters.  

2.2.5. N-Elements Along X-, Y-, and Z-Axis 

Let us assume a linear array of N isotropic elements are positioned along the either X- or Y- 

or Z-axis and are separated by a distance d. Fig. 5.3 shows the arrangement: Linear array of 

N isotropic elements along X-axis. 
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Fig. 2.4: Linear array of N isotropic elements along X-axis [1]. 

 

The amplitude excitation of each element is an, and there is a progressive phase excitation β 

between the elements. For far-field observations, the array factor can be written as: 

𝐴𝐹 = ∑ 𝑎𝑛𝑒
𝑗(𝑛−1)(𝑘𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾+𝛽)𝑁

𝑛=1   =   ∑ 𝑎𝑛𝑒
𝑗(𝑛−1)𝜓𝑁

𝑛=1                                 (2.20) 

where, 

𝜓 = 𝑘𝑑𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾 + 𝛽                                                     (2.21) 

In general, the angle γ can be obtained from the dot product of a unit vector along the axis of 

the array with a unit vector directed toward the observation point. 

When the array is along Z- axis,  

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾 = 𝑎�̂� . 𝑎�̂� = 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃                                               (2.22) 

When the array is along X- axis,  

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾 = 𝑎�̂� . 𝑎�̂� = 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜙 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃                                       (2.23) 

 

When the array is along Y- axis, 

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛾 = 𝑎�̂�. 𝑎�̂� = 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜙                                           (2.24) 
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2.2.6. A Rectangular Planar Array 

Fig. 5.4 shows a rectangular array, where M elements are equispaced at a distance of dx along 

X-axis and N elements are equispaced at a distance of dy along Y-axis, and there is a 

progressive phase shift of βx in each row along X-axthe is and βy in each column along Y-axis. 

 

 

Fig 2.5: Planer rectangular antenna array of isotropic elements [1]. 

 

The array factor is given by 

𝐴𝐹 = {
1

𝑀
 
sin(

𝑀𝜓𝑥
2

) 

(
𝑀𝜓𝑥

2
)

} {
1

𝑁
 
sin(

𝑁𝜓𝑦

2
) 

(
𝑁𝜓𝑦

2
)

}                                  (2.25) 

where,  

𝜓𝑥 = 𝑘𝑑𝑥𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜙 + 𝛽𝑥                                             (2.26) 

𝜓𝑦 = 𝑘𝑑𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜙 + 𝛽𝑦                                             (2.27) 

If the principal maximum is specified by (𝜃0, 𝜙0), then the progressive phases βx and βy 

must satisfy: 

𝛽𝑥 = −𝑘𝑑𝑥𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃0𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜙0                                             (2.28) 
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𝛽𝑦 = −𝑘𝑑𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃0𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜙0                                             (2.29) 

 

2.2.7. Beamwidth and Directivity of Phased Array 

The beamwidth and sidelobe level of an array antenna are depend on the chosen aperture 

taper of the array. Antenna sidelobes are reduced by applying tapered excitation so that 

elements at the array center are excited more strongly than those near the edge. However, 

tapering reduces directivity, and hence broadens the array beamwidth. The half-power 

beamwidth of the radiation pattern in the principal planes of a rectangular array at 

broadside is given by the following [2]:  

 

𝜃𝐵𝑀𝑊 = 0.886 𝐵𝑏 𝜆 𝐿⁄                                             (2.30) 

 

Where, Bb is the beam broadening factor which is unity for the uniformly illuminated array, 

and L is the length of rectangular array in the plane of scan. 

 

For a large array, the beamwidth calculated from the above expression increases 

approximately as (1 cos 𝜃⁄ ) with scanning. 

 

The maximum directivity of a planer array is given by the following: 

 

𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 4𝜋𝐴𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝜆2⁄                                              (2.31) 

 

Where, Acell=LxLy, is the area of each unit cell. 
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Therefore, the directivity for a large scanned array is given by the following: 

 

𝐷 = 𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥 cos 𝜃                                                   (2.32) 

 

However, the array gain and directivity are related by the following equation: 

 

𝐺 = 𝜖𝐿(1 − |Γ|2)𝐷                                                        (2.33) 

 

The reflection coefficient Γ varies as a complex function of the scan angle because of the 

impedance mismatch due to interelement coupling. However, it is often convenient to 

combine both factors into one and assume scan loss in the form of some power of the cosine 

(cos 𝜃)𝑛, where n is usually approximately 3/2. 

 

2.2.8. Active Element Pattern  

The isolated elements are analyzed to predict the parameters of an element like resonant 

frequency, impedance bandwidth, polarization, general pattern shape, and so forth. But 

elements generally behave very differently in an array than when isolated. The active 

element pattern (AEP) is defined as the element pattern of the center element when only the 

center element is excited but all other array elements are matched terminated. The array 

scan behavior can be characterized by using the active element pattern (AEP). 

 

2.2.9. Maximum Element Spacing of Phased Array  

A criterion for determining the maximum element spacing for planar array, with element 

spacing dx=dy=d, scanned to a given scan angle 𝜃0 at frequency f  is to set the element spacing 

in such a way that the nearest grating lobe is at the horizon. The condition is given by the 

following [see Fig. 2.5 for coordinate system and assume array along X-axis]:  
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𝑑

𝜆
≤

1

1+|𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃|
                                        (2.34) 

 

The condition requires spacing not much greater than one-half wavelength for wide angles 

of scan.  

 

2.2.10. EIRP and G/T of an Active Phased Array 

The effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP) of an active array per polarization is given by 

[2]: 

 

𝐸𝐼𝑅𝑃𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑃𝑜𝑙,𝑃1𝑑𝐵 = 20𝑙𝑜𝑔10
(𝑁)

+ 𝐺𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 + 𝑃𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡,𝑃1𝑑𝐵                                (2.35) 

 

Where 𝑃𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡,𝑃1𝑑𝐵 is the input power for each radiating element per polarization.  

 

The EIRP of the array for circular polarization is given by: 

 

𝐸𝐼𝑅𝑃𝐿𝐻𝐶𝑃,𝑃1𝑑𝐵 = 20𝑙𝑜𝑔10
(𝑁)

+ 𝐺𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 + 𝑃𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡,𝑃1𝑑𝐵 + 3𝑑𝐵                                 (2.36) 

 

The brief calculation for the gain over noise temperature of the active array (G/T ) is as follows: 

The system noise temperature of the array is calculated as: 

𝑇𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 = 𝑇𝑠 + 𝑇𝑎′                                                                (2.37) 
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𝑇𝑎′ = ղ𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑇𝑎 + 𝑇0(1 − ղ𝑎𝑛𝑡)                                                      (2.38) 

 

𝑇𝑎 is the scene temperature, and 𝑇0 is the room temperature. 

 

ղ𝑎𝑛𝑡 = 10
−𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑡

10                                                                       (2.39) 

 

Where, 𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑡 is Antenna loss that can be found from simulation 

 

𝑇𝑠 = 𝑇0(𝐹𝑠 − 1)                                                                   (2.40) 

 

Where 𝐹𝑠  is the Noise Figure of the receiver/transmitter/RFIC (when RFIC are employed).  

The gain over noise in is given as: 

 

𝐺

𝑇
= 𝐺𝑎𝑛𝑡 − 10 𝑙𝑜𝑔10

(𝑇𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚)
                                                        (2.41) 

 

 

2.2.11. Beamforming Technology  

It is becoming more common to use solid-state transmit/receive (T/R) modules at some 

subarray level or at each element, as shown in Fig. 2.6. Here, separate feeds are used for 

transmit and receive because and each port is routed to a T/R module, where it passes 

through a power amplifier on transmit or low-noise amplifier on receive path accompanied 

by a phase shifter and variable gain attenuator. The solid-state module usually includes a 

circulator for separating the two channels. 
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Fig. 2.6: Array control technology with analog control using active components [2]. 

 

2.3 Fabry Perot Cavity (FPC) Antenna 

The Fabry-Perot Cavity (FPC) resonator can also be used in the design of high-gain antennas 

[11], where a partially reflection surfaces (PRS) is placed over a primary radiator at a 

predetermined height, and the electromagnetic wave emanating from the primary radiator 

experiences multiple reflections and transmissions between the PRS and the ground plane, 

as shown in Fig. 2.7. One part of the electromagnetic wave is transmitted through the PRS 

and the other part is reflected back to the ground plane by the PRS. The reflected wave is 

totally reflected by the ground plane and is incident to the PRS with the same angle, and 

therefore the secondary wave is again partially transmitted and reflected. Forward radiation 

can be enhanced remarkably by means of in-phase bouncing when the spacing between 

these two plates is about integer times of half wavelength. 
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Fig. 2.7. The schematic model of the FPC antenna [13]. 

 

2.4. Reflector Antenna Theory 

2.4.1. Physical Optics (P.O.) for Reflector Analysis 

Physical optics assumes that a surface current of Js is excited on the reflector surface by the 

incident field from the feed source, and the incident field is a known quantity. The surface 

current is given by the following equation [1]: 

 

𝐽𝑠 = �̂� × 𝐻𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡                                                             (2.42) 

 

If the surface current can be calculated, the far field can be calculated as follows: 

 

𝐸𝑓𝑎𝑟𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑 = −𝑗𝜔𝜇
𝑒−𝑗𝛽𝑟

4𝜋𝑟
∬ [𝐽𝑠 − (𝐽𝑆.�̂�)�̂�]𝑆𝑟

𝑒𝑗𝛽�̂�.𝑟′
𝑑𝑠′                                    (2.43) 

 

HFSS employs P.O. based technique to evaluate the far field pattern of the reflector. 
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2.4.2.  Offset Parabolic Reflector Antenna  

Parabolic reflector can take two different shapes, parabolic right cylinder and paraboloid, as 

shown in Fig.2.8 (a) and (b), respectively.   

 

 

 

Fig. 2.9. Parabolic right cylinder and paraboloid [1].  

 

In parabolic right cylinder, shown in Fig. 2.9(a), energy is collimated at a line that is parallel 

to the axis of the cylinder through the focal point of the reflector. The reflector configuration, 

shown in Fig. 2.9(b), is formed by rotating the parabola around its axis, and it is referred to 

as a paraboloid. 

Offset-reflector designs reduce aperture blocking in addition to supporting a larger focal 

length to diameter ratios while providing acceptable structural rigidity. However, offset-

reflector configurations generate cross-polarized fields in case of linearly polarized feed, and 

squinting of the main beam from boresight in case of Circularly polarized feeds. 
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Fig. 2.8. An offset-fed parabolic reflector geometry [12].  

 

Fig. 2.8 shows an offset-fed parabolic reflector geometry [12]. The aperture plane projects 

to a circle, whereas the rim shape is an ellipse. The angle from the axis of the parabola to the 

center of the cone of the reflector is given by 𝜑0, and the angle subtended by the reflector 

about this centerline is given by  2𝜑𝑒 . The aperture plane diameter is D, the height of the 

center is H, and the lower rim offset  𝐷′ = 𝐻 − 𝐷/2.  The reflector parameters are given by 

the following equations: 

 

𝜑0 = tan−1 16𝑓𝐻

16𝑓2+𝐷2−4𝐻2
                                            (2.44) 
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𝜑𝑒 = tan−1 8𝑓𝐷

16𝑓2+𝐷2−4𝐻2
                                           (2.45) 

 

The feed is directed at an angle 𝜑𝑓 from the z-axis to the center of the projected diameter. 

 

𝜑𝑓 = 2 tan−1 𝐻

2𝑓
                                                  (2.46) 

 

The rim lies in a plane at an angle 𝜑𝑐 with respect to the z-axis 

 

𝜑𝑐 =  tan−1 2𝑓

𝐻
                                                 (2.47) 

The parabolic cylindrical reflector provides of a wide-angle beam steering along the 

cylindrical axis and therefore, the phased array can be used as a feed of a cylindrical 

parabolic reflector to achieve one dimensional scanning.  

2.5 Conclusion 

A brief review of the relevant antenna theory is presented in this chapter. The thesis is 

focused on design and development of innovative phased array antennas for SATCOM and 

5G applications, and Fabry-Perot Cavity (FPC) based circularly polarized feed design for 

reflector antenna intended for SATCOM application, and finally a hybrid phased array and 

reflector system. Therefore, the basic theory of phased array antenna, FPC antenna and 

reflector antenna is presented in a nut shell in this chapter. The remaining part of the thesis 

is comprised of the theory, analysis, design, simulation and measurement results for 

innovative phased array antennas and feed for reflector antenna. 
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Chapter 3 

 

Investigations of Heat Sink Property of a Novel Dual Linear Polarized 

Low Cross-Polarization X-Band Phased Array Antenna Employing Silicon 

RFICs Based Beamforming Network 

 

3.1. Introduction 

Naval ships require high-speed wireless communications to improve their image sharing, 

multimedia data sharing, and accelerate better coordination in battlefield operations. The 

antennas that support high data rate wireless network require a wide impedance bandwidth, 

stable radiation patterns, high gain, and beam steering properties. Electronic scanning 

phased array antenna radiates huge amount of microwave power in an intended direction, 

as well as provides instantaneous beam steering [1], [2]. Recently phased array antennas 

with integrated beamforming networks comprised of silicon RFICs have gained major 

attention. 

 

 

Fig. 3.1. All metal 3D metal printed dual linear polarized 4x2 phased array heat sink antenna 

with integrated beamforming. 
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Beam steering performance of phased arrays working at Ku- and Ka- bands using Anokiwave 

RFICs are proposed in [13] and [14]. In [9], a RFIC based 8 × 4 dual linear polarized stacked 

patch phased array antenna is employed as a feed source for a reflector antenna. The 

temperature measured on the antenna aperture side of the patch array using the infrared 

(IR) camera is 58.4ºC. The measured peak power consumption of this antenna was 6.3W 

(3.5A, 1.8V). The coplanar waveguide (CPW) transmission lines along with ground via 

fencing is employed to excite the driven patch, where the ground vias help in impedance 

matching as well as in heat spreading. In [15], effect of temperature on the electromagnetic 

performance of active phased array antennas is discussed. 

With the recent advancement of the commercial silicon beamforming chipsets, the heat 

generated by the chips in the beamforming network (BFN) attached with the antenna 

aperture can become a problem, and hence cooling arrangement should be included to solve 

this. Again, heat sinks are made of metal materials, and if heat sink dimensions are 

comparable to the wavelength at operating frequency, it can cause unwanted 

electromagnetic interference [16]-[18].  As radiation from heatsinks is usually undesirable, 

bonding posts are employed to ground the heatsink structure to a nearby printed circuit 

board (PCB) to mitigate heatsink radiation in [19] and [20].   

An antenna structure that can serve as radiator as well as heat sink, can be proposed as a 

solution for the phased array antennas that employ RFICs based BFN. A radiator working as 

heat sink as well, was proposed in [21], where a heat sink loaded patch with improved 

radiation efficiency was explored. In [22], a 3-D fractal heatsink antenna is proposed, with 

improved radiation efficiency and gain and lower thermal resistance in comparison to a 

conventional fin shaped heat sinks. However, these proposed configurations consist of a 

single antenna working at low frequencies. In [23], and [24], antenna working as heat sink is 

studied for mm-wave applications. 

One important aspect for the heat sink antenna is the choice and placement of thermal 

spreader between the heat source and heatsink. The metallic thermal via is a widely used 

structure as in [3] and [4]. In [3], a single polarized stepped notch antenna attached to a flat 

multi-layered printed circuit board (PCB), working at Ku-band, is proposed which, along 
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with serving as a radiator, provide a thermal heat sink for active arrays as well. The heat 

generated by the active devices, such as high power amplifiers (HPA) or low noise amplifiers, 

passes through the PCB, into the antenna aperture through plated holes which provide the 

principal heat path. A thin radome is placed above the 26 x 11 notch array, and a maximum 

temperature of 60°C is noted with 40° C inlet air flow of 0.425 m3/s, and a heat load of 50 W. 

In [4], a single polarized 4x4 heat sink antenna array on low-temperature cofired ceramic 

(LTCC) substrate is proposed, where the antenna element is a horn-like structure that 

consists of an open-ended waveguide and two vertical metallic fins, and the feeding network 

is comprised of the substrate integrated waveguides (SIWs) with numerous metallic vias, 

which in turn, helps to transfer the heat from chips to the heatsink, and temperature 

reduction of 40.1°C is achieved.  

In [25], preliminary study on a 4 ×8 dual linear polarized phased array antenna, comprised 

of all metallic radiators, serving also as heat sink as well, is presented for Ku-band wireless 

communication applications.  

In this research project, a 4x2 dual linear polarized phased array antenna, as shown in Fig. 

3.1, with all metal 3D printed radiating elements, is thoroughly investigated for heat sink 

property. Considering the fact that we will be using X-band Anokiwave chips (AWMF-0101) 

for the beamforming network, the radiator is designed to cover 8.5-11.5 GHz and shaped 

intuitively in such a way that the antenna array aperture can serve as a heat sink as well. A 

design principle of this new wideband metallic radiator is provided in the following sections. 

The antenna aperture is integrated with a multilayered BFN employing Anokiwave RFICs. 

The scanning performance and thermal analysis of the structure is presented here which is 

discussed in the later sections.  
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(a)                                                                                   (b) 

Fig. 3.2. The single polarized standalone antenna (a) side view, and (b) top view. 

 

3.2.  Study of the standalone radiating element 

Initially, a two-armed unique radiator surrounded by a metal ring, is intuitively designed 

for X-band applications in such a way that it will be working as a heat sink as well as a 

wideband radiator. The top view and side view of the proposed standalone radiator is shown 

in Figs. 3.2(a) and 3.2(b) with specified dimensions where λ corresponds to the center 

frequency (9.50 GHz). The standalone radiator is fed by a lumped port. The radiator has two 

parts: two shaped flared vertical arms and one metal ring around the two arms. The two-

armed structure is combined with the outer metal ring which in turn radiates like a 

rectangular large loop antenna of λ/2 x λ/2 cross-section, thereby improving the gain of the 

antenna. This metal ring helps in the fabrication of the array aperture and its integration 

with the beamforming board in addition to improving radiation performance. The peak 

accepted gain versus frequency for a radiator with and without metal ring is shown in Fig. 

3.3(a). From Fig. 3.3(a), it is clear that the proposed radiator is wideband subject to 

impedance matching can be achieved. Also, we can see that the peak accepted gain improves 

by approximately 1.5 dB towards the lower end and to approximately 1 dB towards the 

higher end of the bandwidth when the ring is employed. To further clarify the contribution 

of the ring, the radiation pattern of the only rectangular ring (without the two-armed 

structure) atop BFN stack up (described in section III) at 9.50 GHz is shown in Fig. 3.3(b), 

which shows that the ring is radiating in broadside direction. Here the ring is not fed like a 
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conventional loop antenna and therefore, it is not properly matched for the operating band. 

However, it is getting induced excitation through the trapezium shaped metal plate (shown 

later in Fig. 3.8(b)) where the two-armed radiating element is attached with BFN, hence it 

works as an inefficient loop radiator. 

 

 

 (a) 

 

   (b) 

Fig. 3.3. (a) Peak gain versus frequency for the single polarized standalone radiator with and 

without metal ring, and (b) Radiation pattern of the only metal ring atop BFN at 9.50 GHz 

(without two-armed radiator). 
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The radiator is designed with a target to cover 8.5-11.5 GHz impedance bandwidth which 

includes the bandwidth offered by RFICs employed for the BFN. The radiator dimensions are 

optimized for X-band through thorough parametric study. It is clear from the peak gain 

versus frequency curves in Fig. 3.4 that the overall radiator height, H = H1+ H2, should be λ/2 

corresponding to 9.50 GHz to get the best performance. After a thorough parametric study, 

it is observed that optimum combination of the flared and non-flared heights of the radiator 

is H1=H2 = 8 mm, whereas the width is t = 8mm and flare of the radiator, S=8mm, which is 

λ/4 at 9.50 GHz. The radiator is surrounded by a square metal ring of overall dimensions 

λ/2×λ/2 corresponding to 9.50 GHz. The radiation pattern of the single polarized radiator at 

9.50 GHz is shown in Fig. 5. The radiation pattern shows a peak realized gain of 5.4 dBi, in 

addition to the co- to cross-polarization separation of 17 dB. 

 

 

Fig. 3.4. Peak gain versus frequency for the single polarized standalone radiator for different 

heights. 
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Fig. 3.5. Radiation pattern of the single polarized standalone radiator at 9.50 GHz. 

 

3.3. Heat sink property of the radiating element 

We have employed Ansys Icepak for the heat sink study. Ansys Icepak is based on Navier-

Stoke’s equations [26]. Navier-Stoke’s equations of fluid mechanics involves partial 

differential equation that describes the flow of incompressible fluids.  Ansys Icepak solves 

the Navier-Stokes equations for transport of mass, momentum, and energy. The governing 

equations for Ansys Icepak are as follows [26]: 

(i) The Mass Conservation Equation:  

 

𝜕𝜌

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇. (𝜌. 𝑣)⃑⃑⃑⃑ = 0                                                                (3.1)                   

(ii) Momentum Equation: 

 

𝜕(𝜌�⃑� )

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇. (𝜌. 𝑣 𝑣 ) = −∇𝑝 + ∇. (𝜏̿) + 𝑝𝑔 + 𝐹                                    (3.2) 

 

where, stress tensor is given by, 
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𝜏̿ = 𝜇 [(∇𝑣 + ∇𝑣 𝑇) −
2

3
∇. 𝑣.⃑⃑⃑  𝐼]                                                      (3.3) 

 

Here, p is the static pressure, 𝑝𝑔  is the gravitational body force, and 𝐹  contains other source 

terms. And 𝜇 is the molecular viscosity, I is the unit tensor, and the second term on the right-

hand side is the consequence of volume dilation. 

(iii) Energy Conservation: 

 

           
𝜕

𝜕𝑡
(𝜌ℎ) + ∇. (𝜌ℎ𝑣 ) = ∇. [(𝑘 + 𝑘𝑡)∇𝑇] + 𝑆ℎ                                          (3.4) 

 

where, sensible enthalpy is given by 

 

ℎ = ∫ 𝑐𝑃𝑑𝑇
𝑇

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓
                                                                     (3.5) 

 

where, T is the temperature,  𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓  is 298.15˚K and 𝜌 is the density. Here, k is the molecular 

conductivity and 𝑘𝑡 is the conductivity due to turbulent transport. 

 

𝑘𝑡 = 𝑐𝑝𝜇𝑡/𝑃𝑟𝑡                                                                 (3.6) 

 

The source term 𝑆ℎ takes into account any volumetric heat sources defined by the user. 
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𝜕

𝜕𝑡
(𝜌ℎ) = ∇. (𝑘∇𝑇) + 𝑆ℎ                                                     (3.7) 

 

A conduction equation, that contains the heat flux due to conduction and volumetric heat 

sources within the solid, is solved by Icepak in conducting solid regions. 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.6. Temperature distribution of the BFN stack-up without antenna aperture (heat 

sink) with a RFIC of measured peak power consumption of 1.35 Watts below it. 

 

The Anokiwave RFIC (AWMF-0101) employed in our BFN design has measured peak power 

consumption of 1.35 Watts which is dissipated as heat. Each chip feeds four dual polarized 

radiating elements simultaneously. Thus, each 2x2 subarray is fed by one RFIC source which 

in turn shares heat dissipation resulting from the measured peak power consumption of 1.35 

Watts. The radiators are realized using the 3D metal printed process and hence we 
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considered solid aluminum alloy (AlSi10Mg, conductivity 600000 S/m) for all the radiating 

element simulations. For thermal analysis, no forced air flow or no forced cooling 

arrangement is considered, and there is opening all around the antenna with air at room 

temperature i.e. 26.85°C (300˚K) and a velocity of 0.1m/sec against gravity (indoor air flow 

can be assumed as 0.1m/sec).   

 

 

    (a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

Fig. 3.7. Temperature distribution of 2x2 all metal heat sink antenna atop a RFIC with the 

peak power consumption of 1.35 Watts (a) top view, (b) isometric view, and (c) bottom view. 

 

Before describing thermal analysis of the proposed 2x2 subarray, we present the thermal 

analysis of the BFN stack-up of this subarray (Fig. 3.6) without the proposed antenna 

structure atop it, assuming the chip at center below BFN has power consumption of 1.35 

Watts. We noted that the maximum temperature, without heat sink, ranges up to 90°C. Here, 

it should be noted that the temperature distribution has four peaks at four corners of the 

chip, whereas temperature at the center position of the chip is lower than the maximum 

temperature. This is due to the presence of metal vias at the center of the stack up (as shown 

in Fig. 3.6) which work as thermal spreaders. 

Now, a single polarized 2x2 subarray antenna atop BFN is simulated with the same 1.35 

Watts at the center below the BFN stack-up. We can notice, in the 2x2 subarray, each radiator 

is connected with the adjacent radiator, thereby creating a continuous metal structure. This 

helps in realizing the array antenna aperture using 3D metal printing in addition to improved 
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heat sink property. Fig. 3.7(a) shows the top view of the antenna and the isometric view is 

shown in Fig. 3.7(b). We can observe that the temperature varies between 39-42°C which is 

evenly distributed across the antenna aperture. If we compare this with the temperature 

distribution of the BFN without heat sink, we can observe that the proposed heat sink 

antenna aperture helps to reduce the temperature by approximately 50°C compared to a 

structure without the heat sink. Fig. 3.7(c) shows the temperature distribution of the bottom 

view, where we observe that the maximum temperature is 60°C. The reduction in 

temperature happens because of the periodic arrangement of conducting copper vias 

underneath each radiator (shown in Fig. 3.8) helps in spreading the heat from the source at 

the bottom surface of the PCB to the antenna atop BFN, and the heat sink antenna in turn 

further reduces temperature by spreading out the heat to the surrounding air. Heat sink 

employs the principle of thermal diffusion and air convection, where heat sink continuously 

diffuses heat in surrounding air and the heated air become lighter and moves upward and 

reduced temperature is maintained in this way. 

In view of the above, while designing the proposed heat sink antenna structure, the target is 

to maximize the surface area of the structure to enhance the interaction of the structure with 

air, whereas the thermal spreaders transport the heat from the chips to the heat sink and 

distribute the heat over entire structure evenly. On the other hand, our aim is to design a 

dual linear polarized antenna array. Hence in this case, we have to consider the heat sink 

performance as well as the coupling between the X- and Y-polarized radiators. In the next 

section, we discuss additional details about this aspect of the design and analysis. 

3.4. Stack-up description of the PCB 

As mentioned earlier, while discussing Fig. 3.7., Fig. 3.8 (a) shows the PCB stack up and feed 

structure used for the array implementation. Rogers 4350B (𝜀𝑟 = 3.48 and tan δ = 0.004) is 

used throughout the board as a core material. The total thickness of the PCB is approximately 

45 mils. Two sets of blind vias are used in this design to route RF signal to the dual polarized 

element. A set of blind vias are present underneath each metal ring for shorting the ground 

planes. These blind vias in turn helps in suppressing the surface waves generated due to 

multi-layered substrate as well as helps in heat transfer.   
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(a
) 
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(b) 

 

 

(c) 
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(d) 

 

 

(e) 
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(f) 

 

Fig. 3.8. (a) Side view of the PCB stack up of the multi-layered feed structure with zoomed in 

feed structure, (b) Exploded isometric view of the antenna structure and feed structure, (c) 

Exploded bottom view of the stack-up and antenna aperture, (d) Exploded top view of the 

stack-up and antenna aperture, (e) Isometric view of the antenna structure and (f) Top view 

of the antenna structure. 

 

The thermal expansion coefficient of RO4350B material is comparable to that of copper [27]. 

The coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of copper is 16 ppm/°C, whereas that for R4350B 

is 10 ppm/°C along X-axis and 12 ppm/°C along Y-axis. So, the material shows excellent 

dimensional stability which makes it good for mixed dielectric multi-layer boards 

construction. The PCB has eleven metal layers, with different power, ground, and digital 

routing planes underneath the stripline feed layer to bias and control the Anokiwave 

chipsets. Two orthogonal striplines (Fig. 3.8. (a)), employed to feed two orthogonal two-

armed antenna structures, are perpendicular to each other and placed asymmetrically 

between the two same ground planes, which provides dual-linear polarization as discussed 

in the next subsection. The power splitter network that feed the chips is simulated in Ansys 
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HFSS and the BFN layout is developed in Altium software. There is a square shaped copper 

ring with trapezium shaped plates of the same dimension as antenna footprint with an 

adhesive layer of bulk conductivity of 263160 S/m atop it on the top surface of the stack-up 

as shown in Fig. 3.8.(b). This conducting adhesive helps to adhere the antenna aperture with 

the BFN. The exploded bottom view and top view of the antenna and BFN stack-up are shown 

in Fig. 3.8(c) and Fig. 3.8.(d), which explains arrangement of the stripline, microstrip line and 

vias underneath each metal ring around the two orthogonal two-armed antenna structures. 

 

3.5. Dual linear polarized single element atop PCB stack-up 

In the dual polarized radiating element another two-armed flared structure is placed 

perpendicular to the first one within the same metal ring. The single polarized radiator is a 

two-armed balanced radiator, and hence, balanced feed technique should be applied. Here 

stripline1 and stripline2 are employed to feed Y-polarized and X-polarized radiators, 

respectively. These striplines are placed perpendicular to each other, on both sides of a 

prepreg layer, and are placed asymmetrically between ground planes 3 and 4, as shown in 

in Figs. 3.8(a) and 3.8(b). The Figs. 3.8(e) and 3.8(f) show the isometric and top view of the 

structure of the dual polarized single radiating element, respectively.  

It is observed from the gain versus frequency graph (Fig. 3.4) of the single polarized radiator 

that the best performance is obtained when overall height of the radiator is λ/2 

corresponding to 9.5 GHz.  Fig. 3.9(a) shows the parametric study for the magnitude of 

reflection coefficient for X-polarized radiator for different combinations of H1 and H2. It is 

observed that optimum bandwidth is obtained for H1=H2=λ/4 corresponding to 9.5 GHz. Fig. 

3.9(b) shows the parametric study for the magnitude of reflection coefficient for X-polarized 

radiator for different values of the thickness, t of each arm of the radiator. It is observed that 

optimum bandwidth is obtained for t= λ/4 corresponding to 9.5 GHz. Fig. 3.9(c) shows the 

parametric study for the magnitude of reflection coefficient for X-polarized radiator for 

different flare values ‘S’ of the radiators. Satisfactory impedance matching is obtained for S= 

λ/4 corresponding to 9.5 GHz.  Identical performances are observed for the Y-polarized 

radiator, hence not shown for the sake of brevity. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

Fig. 3.9. The magnitude of reflection coefficient for (a) different combinations of H1 and H2, 

(b) different values of ‘t’, and (c) different flare value ‘S’ for X-polarized array. 

 

Fig. 3.10(a) shows the magnitude of reflection coefficient for both polarizations and isolation 

between two ports and Figs. 3.10(b) and 3.10(c) show the radiation patterns at 9.50 GHz for 

X- and Y-polarized radiators for the optimum dimensions. It can be observed that the single 

dual-polarized element provides wideband performance with respect to S11 of -10dB 

between 8-11.5 GHz and port to port isolation (S21) of around -20 dB, along with acceptable 

radiation pattern. But the separation between peak co- and cross-polarized fields is not more 

than 15dB, which may become worse for the array implementation. This non-satisfactory co-

cross separation is resolved in the next section while designing the 4x2 array. 
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(a) 

 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

Fig.3.10. (a) The magnitude of reflection coefficient for both polarizations and isolation 

between the two ports, and Radiation patterns at 9.50 GHz for (b) X-polarized radiator, and 

(c) Y-polarized radiator. 

 

Brief design guidelines for this wideband dual linear polarized radiator can be developed 

from the above observations:  

1. The height of each arm of the radiator is nearly H = λ/2 at the center frequency 

2. The height of the flared and non-flared sections should be (H1+H2) = (λ/4+λ/4) = λ/2 

3. The thickness (t) of each arm is nearly λ/4 

4. The width of the flare should be S= λ/4 

5. The dimension of the metal ring is Sx = Sy = λ/2 

The peak realized gain and total efficiency (Factoring mismatch and dielectric and Ohmic 

losses) for the both X- and Y-polarizations is shown in Fig. 3.11. Peak realized gain varies 

from 5 – 6 dBi for both polarizations, whereas the efficiency is above 85% over the entire 
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bandwidth. Considering the 3D metal printing using the aluminum alloy, the total efficiency 

is quite good. 

 

 

Fig.3.11. Peak gain versus frequency and Total efficiency versus frequency for both X-
polarized and Y-polarized radiators. 

 

3.6. 2x2 Subarray with dual linear polarized elements 

3.6.1. 2x2 Subarray configuration 

The top view of a 2x2 all metal heat sink subarray is shown in Fig. 3.12(a). Here, the inter-

element spacing is half of the free space wavelength (λ/2) corresponding to 9.50 GHz, i.e., 

16mm. In Figs. 3.10(b) and 3.10(c), it is observed that the peak cross-polarization level is 

quite high. With an aim to reduce peak cross-polarization level, two different feed 

configurations of 2x2 subarray are studied. Bottom view of the configurations I, and II are 

shown in Figs. 3.12(b), and 3.12(c), respectively. Configuration I employs the conventional 

feed structure of a 2x2 subarray. In configuration II, the upper right and the lower left 

elements are mirrored with respect to a vertical plane [28]. The mirror ports must be excited 

with a 180° phase to achieve in phase or broadside radiation, as shown in Fig. 3.12(c). The 

radiation pattern for both polarizations of configuration I are shown in in Figs. 3.13(a) and 

3.13(b) and configuration II are shown in Figs. 3.13(c) and 3.13(d), respectively. We can 
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observe that configuration II causes notable cross-polarization improvement as compared 

to conventional array, which makes it a better choice for the bigger array. Configuration II 

provide more than 30dB co- to cross-polarization separation whereas only 15 dB separation 

is obtained for the conventional array. 

 

 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

(c) 

Fig. 3.12. Top view of a 2x2 all metal heat sink array (same for configurations I, and II), (b) 

Bottom view of configurations I, and (c) Bottom view of mirror feed configurations II 

showing feed orientations and phase values. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

 

 

(d) 

Fig. 3.13. Radiation Patterns at 9.5 GHz, (a) X-polarized array for Configuration I, (b) Y-

polarized array for Configuration I, (c) X-polarized array for Configuration II, and (d) Y-

polarized array for Configuration II.  
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3.6.2. Heat sink properties 

Figs. 3.14(a) and 3.14(b) show the top view and isometric view of the thermal analysis 

(Simulation setup as in single polarized 2x2 subarray)) of a dual polarized 2x2 subarray 

assuming a RFIC of 1.35 Watts of power consumption at center dissipating as heat. It is 

observed that the temperature ranges from 36-39°C. Fig. 3.14(c) shows the bottom view of 

the array where we can see the maximum temperature is nearly 59°C which is similar to Fig. 

3.7(c) with the same source.  

In heat sink study, usually cooling fluid passes across the surface of the warm heat 

sink and heat sink diffuses the heat in air. So, if we assume air flow in one particular 

direction over heat sink, we observe the temperature of the outlet air is much higher 

than the inlet air. Here, we have assumed that the whole antenna is in air box with a 

velocity of 0.1m/sec against gravity (indoor air flow). Although dual polarized antenna 

offers more metal surface area to diffuse more heat, the dual polarized structure is 

offering hindrance in normal air flow due to the presence of antenna elements in both 

X- and Y- directions, therefore, we have observed little difference in the temperature 

distribution between the single polarized (39-42°C) and dual polarized (36-39°C) sub-

arrays.  
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(a) 
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(b) 

 

 

(c) 

Fig. 3.14. Temperature distribution of 2x2 dual polarized antenna aperture atop a RFIC of 

power consumption of 1.35 Watts (a) Top view, (b) Isometric view, and (c) Bottom view. 

 

3.7.  4x2 Antenna Array Configuration 

3.7.1. The 4x2 dual polarized array with mirror feed structure 

The 4x2 dual polarized array is designed using the subarray discussed in Figs. 3.12(a) and 

3.12(c) with mirror configuration. The array has overall dimension of 104 mm x 84 mm, with 

8 radiating elements and total 16 ports. Fig. 3.15 shows the top view of the 4x2 antenna 

aperture. Here, the inter-element spacing is designated as Dx = Dy = 16 mm (λ/2 at 9.50 GHz), 

and width W1=2x16=32 mm, Length L1= 4x16=64 mm, W2= 52 mm, W3= 72 mm, L2=84 
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mm, L3 = 104 mm. It is to be noted that each single element structure is connected with the 

adjacent structure. Also, there is metal extension around the 4x2 radiating aperture, which 

in turn helps in 3D metal fabrication of a continuous metallic antenna aperture, and in 

addition helps in enhancing the heat sinking property. 

  Magnitude of the reflection coefficients for all the ports for X- and Y-polarized array 

elements are shown in Figs. 3.16(a) and 3.16(b), respectively. The broadside radiation 

pattern of the X-polarized array and Y-polarized array at 9.50 GHz are shown in Figs. 3.16(c) 

and 3.16(d), respectively. It is observed that the array offers good impedance matching over 

8.5-11.5 GHz with excellent broadside radiation pattern, the peak co- to cross-polarization 

separation being more than 20 dB over entire bandwidth.   Fig. 3.16(e) shows the peak 

realized gain and the total efficiency. We can observe that the total efficiency is nearly 80% 

which is acceptable considering that we are using aluminium alloy with a conductivity of 

600000S/m. The peak realized gain varies between 11 dBi to 14 dBi over the entire 

bandwidth. 

 

Fig.3.15. Top view of the 4x2 all metal heat sink antenna array. 
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(a) 

 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

 

 

(d) 
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(e) 

Fig.3.16. (a) The magnitude of reflection coefficient for X-polarized array for all ports, (b) 

The magnitude of reflection coefficient for Y-polarized array for all ports, (c) Radiation 

pattern at 9.5 GHz for X-polarized array, (d) Radiation pattern at 9.5 GHz for Y-polarized 

array, and (e) Broadside peak realized gain and total efficiency for both polarizations. 

 

Figs. 3.17(a) and 3.17(b) show the scanning performance of both X-polarized and Y-

polarized cases in φ=00 plane At 9.5 GHz and  Figs. 3.17(a) and 3.17(b) shows that at 11 GHz. 

In Fig. 3.17(a) and 3.17(b), it can be seen that gain drops from 12.8 dBi to 12.5 dBi as beam 

scans till ±50° for X-polarized case and ±45° for Y-polarized case in φ=00 plane. In Fig. 3.17(c) 

and 3.17(d), it is observed that gain drops from 13.8 dBi to 12.2 dBi as beam scans till ±30° 

for X-polarized case and 13.8 dBi to 13.1 dBi  as beam scans till ±34° for Y-polarized case in 

φ=00 plane. Figs. 3.17(e) and 3.17(f) show the active S-parameter of the Element (2, 1) for 

the broadside and ±50° beam scan in φ=00 plane for the both X-polarized and Y-polarized 

cases. It is observed that active S-parameter is below -10dB almost over entire bandwidth 

for maximum scan as well. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

 

 

(d) 
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(e) 

 

(f) 

Fig. 3.17. Scanning performance of the 4x2 array in φ=00 plane for (a) X-polarized array, and 

(b) Y-polarized array at 9.5 GHz, and (c) X-polarized array, and (d) Y-polarized array at 11 

GHz. Active S-parameter for the broadside and maximum scan angle for (e) Element (2, 1) 

for X-polarized radiator, and (f) Element (2, 1) for Y-polarized radiator. 
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3.7.2. Thermal analysis of the 4x2 dual polarized array 

For thermal analysis included here, there is no forced air flow or no forced cooling 

arrangement. One Anokiwave X-band chip is feeding four dual polarized radiators, as 

discussed earlier. Each chip has a RF power consumption of 1.35 Watts which dissipates as 

heat. Here, two chips are present underneath the 4x2 antenna array aperture. There is 

opening all around the aperture with air at room temperature i.e. 26.85°C (300oK) with a 

velocity of 0.1m/sec against gravity.  

The temperature distribution of the BFN without the heat sink (antenna aperture) is shown 

in Fig. 3.18. It shows that the maximum temperature of the BFN is approximately 100°C 

without the heat sink structure. Here also we can notice the peak of temperature distribution 

is located at the positions of four corners of the chip (as observed in Fig. 3.6 as well).  

The results for thermal analysis of the antenna aperture atop BFN is shown in Fig. 3.19. From 

Figs. 3.19(a) and 3.19(b), we see the maximum temperature of the antenna aperture ranges 

from 40°-41°C. Since we know that each chip feeds four radiators simultaneously, and 

located at the center of each 2x2 sub array, which implies two chips are separated by 32mm 

and each chip individually dissipates 1.35 Watts of the consumed power into heat. Therefore, 

the overall combined temperature of the backside of the PCB ranges from 40°C to 62°C, as 

shown in Fig. 3.20(c). So, we can see there is more than 20°C temperature difference between 

the temperature of the heatsink and the backside of the BFN board. 

With the same simulation setup, the temperature of same antenna structure with different 

input power is studied, which is shown in Figs. 3.20(a-e). The input power versus maximum 

temperature curve is shown in Fig. 3.20(f), where it is observed that temperature rise is not 

perfectly linear with the input power, however the rise in power by 1 Watt causes 

approximately 4-5 °C rise in temperature for the same heat sink structure. It can be noted 

that when each chip is assumed to be causing power consumptions of 0.5 Watt (total 1 Watt), 

1 Watt (total 2 Watt), 1.35 Watt (total 2.7 Watt), 1.5 Watt (total 3 Watt) and 2 Watt (total 4 

Watt), the temperature ranges from 27°-32°C, 25°-37°C, 35°-40°C,35°-42°C and 39°-47°C, 

respectively.  
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Fig. 3.18. Temperature distribution of the BFN without the 4x2 heat sink radiator antenna 

with the two chips where each chip has power consumption of 1.35 Watts. 

 

Figs. 3.21(a) and 3.21(b) shows the comparison of the 4x2 antenna aperture simulated with 

the same simulation setup assuming each chip with power consumption of 1.35 Watts 

dissipating as heat, where Fig. 3.21(a) is considering aluminum alloy (already used for other 

simulations) and Fig. 3.21(b) is considering copper as material. Since copper is much better 

heat conductor than aluminum alloy, therefore, we see that temperature ranges from 25 °-

31°C for copper (Fig. 3.21(b)) whereas it ranges from 36 °-42°C for aluminum alloy (Fig. 

3.21(a)). So, if the same heat sink antenna structure with same dimensions can be built using 

copper, further temperature reduction of 11°C can be achieved. 
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             (c) 

Fig.3.19. Temperature distribution of 4x2 array antenna with the two chips each having 

power consumption of 1.35 Watts: (a) isometric view, (b) top view, and (c) bottom view. 

(a) 

(b) 
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(f) 

Fig.3.20. Temperature distribution of 4x2 array for the different input power consumptions 

(a) total 1 Watt, (b) total 2Watt, (c) total 2.7Watt, (d) total 3Watt, (e) total 4 Watt and (f) 

Input Power versus maximum temperature (the temperature when each chip has power 

consumption of 1.35 Watts is marked with a box in graph).  
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Fig. 3.21. Temperature distribution of 4x2 array for (a) Aluminum based structure, and (b) 

Copper based structure. 

 

In Figs. 3.22(a) and 3.22(b), the comparison of the 4x2 antenna aperture is simulated with 

same simulation setup assuming each chip has power consumption of 1.35 Watts dissipating 

as heat, where no air flow is considered in Fig. 22(a) and 0.5 𝑚3/𝑠𝑒𝑐 air flow is considered 

for Fig. 3.22(b). It is noticed that temperature of Fig. 22(a) is nearly 42°C whereas for Fig. 

3.22(b) it ranges from 24-28°C. So, if some forced air flow can be arranged better heat sinking 

can be achieved with the same antenna structure. In most commercial applications, a fan is 

usually used to create air flow over heat sink, and in that case more temperature reduction 

can be achieved compared to that without any forced air flow depending on fan speed.  
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Fig. 3.22. Temperature distribution of the 4x2 array of aluminium alloy for (a) no air flow, 
and (b) 𝟎. 𝟓 𝒎𝟑/𝒔𝒆𝒄 air flow. 

 

With the same simulation setup as in Fig. 3.20, a parametric study for temperature 

distribution for various heights of the radiators in 4x2 array is presented in Fig. 3.23. If we 

consider only convection (no forced airflow in horizontal direction), then the airflow is 

vertical, and hence increasing the height will diffuse more heat into air that is already heated 

up. Thus, from Fig. 3.23, we observe the maximum temperature of the 4x2 array comprised 

of 16 mm high radiators is 40°C whereas that of 32 mm high radiators is 30°C. Hence 

doubling the height can reduce temperature only by 10°C. Also, the maximum temperature 

is almost constant beyond 24mm high radiators. It is clear that the temperature reduction is 

very little with the increase of height beyond 24mm. Thus, it is evident that increasing the 

height beyond a particular height is not much helpful. However, we have to maintain height 

equal to half wavelength corresponding to center frequency of the operating band to get best 

performance as a radiator. 
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Then we have considered 4x2 array comprised of hollow radiators made of metal sheet 

thickness of 1 mm. For any thickness more than skin depth, no change is expected in 

electromagnetic performance of the 4x2 antenna array. The temperature distribution of the 

4x2 antenna array comprised of solid radiators and hollow radiators is shown in Figs. 3.24(a) 

and 3.24(b), respectively. The maximum temperature for solid radiators is 40°C, whereas for 

hollow radiators is 55°C. Also, we can see, in case of hollow radiators, heat is concentrated 

around the chip locations (55°C), and the temperature distribution is not even, which 

indicates the fact that hollow radiators are not as efficient as the solid ones in heat 

distribution and diffusion. So hollow radiators cannot be recommended as an effective heat 

sink. 

 

 

Fig.3.24. Temperature distribution of a 4x2 antenna array comprised (a) solid radiators and 

(b) hollow radiators. 

 

Fig. 3.25 shows the temperature distribution of the 4x2 single polarized array. We can see 

the maximum temperature of the single polarized array is 45°C, which indicates the fact that 

the decrease in metal surface area causes increase in temperature. This is because of the fact 

that heat sink dissipates the heat to the air by increasing the working surface area of the 

device. So, if we design a dual polarized radiator then it should provide more surface area 
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compared to single polarized radiator, but on the other hand the radiators that resemble 

heat fins are now orthogonally placed, thereby, creating a box shaped disconnected air ways 

instead of a continuous one as in single polarized radiator. Hence, we have observed little 

difference in the temperature distribution between the single polarized (45°C) and 

dual polarized (40°C) arrays. 

 

 

Fig. 3.25. Temperature distribution of the 4x2 single polarized array. 

3.7.3. BFN layout and RFIC  

In Fig. 3.26, the location of the two RFICs, position of the dual polarized antennas, and the 

antenna footprint in the BFN board layout is shown. Anokiwave RFICs (AWS-0101) [29] are 

used for the beamforming network. The AWS-0101 is a highly integrated silicon quad core 

IC which finds application in radar and phased arrays. Single chip supports four radiating 

elements, single beam transmit, and dual beam receive and provides all required beam 

steering controls for 6 bit phase and gain control. The 6-bit phase control implies each step 
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is of value 2𝜋 26⁄ = 5.625°. The device provides 20 dB gain during transmit mode, 13 dBm 

output power during transmit, and 4.0 dB noise figure (NF) during receive. The device 

features electrostatic discharge (ESD) protection on all pins, operates from a +1.8V supply, 

and is packaged in a 56 lead 7x7 QFN for easy installation in planar phased array antennas. 

The chip footprint is approximately 6 mm x 6 mm. The multilayered beamforming board is 

fabricated and the antenna aperture is assembled with it. Direct Metal Laser Sintering 

(DMLS) 3D printing process is employed for the fabrication of the antenna aperture using 

aluminum alloy (AlSi10Mg, conductivity 600000 S/m).  

 

 

Fig.3.26. The beamforming board layout, showing the position of chips and antenna. 

 

3.7.4. Beamforming algorithm 

  During the development of the graphical user interface (GUI) and beamforming algorithm, 

the mirror feed structure (for realizing low cross-polarization) is taken care of. The mirror 

ports must be excited with a 180° phase (as shown in Fig. 3.12(c)) to achieve in phase or 
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broadside radiation. We have employed uniform excitation in our measurements to 

demonstrate the performance although if only phased array performance is to be evaluated, 

we can apply non-uniform excitations also. The beamforming algorithm calculates the 

necessary phase of each of the channel, which is sent to the beamformer chip from the 

remote computer through the serial peripheral interface (SPI) controller. The current 

consumption of each chip is 870 mA at 1.8V which accounts to 1.56 Watts, however in our 

power experiments it drew only 750 mA, hence for our study we used 1.35 Watts throughout 

the work, as mentioned earlier.  

 

3.7.5. Fabrication challenges and measurement results 

Fig. 3.27(a) shows the fabricated antenna prototype and Fig. 3.37(b) shows the prototype in 

San Diego State University’s Antenna and Microwave Laboratory (AML) inside far-field 

anechoic chamber that supports pattern measurements within 800 MHz to 40 GHz. Fig. 

3.27(c) shows the comparison of the normalized measured and simulated radiation pattern 

for broadside, and -45° scan angle for Y-polarized array, respectively, along with the envelop 

of single element pattern for φ=00 plane at 11 GHz. We can observe that the scan 

performance is closely following the single element pattern, and the measured and simulated 

patterns have almost the same 3 dB gain-beamwidths for both scan angles. But we see the 

presence of a slight dip in the broadside measured pattern in addition to higher sidelobe 

level in measured patterns for both the scan positions. Considering the roughness of the 3D 

metal printed antenna structure, and the difference of thermal coefficient between the 

beamforming board and the 3D printed metal structure, fabrication of such an array is quite 

challenging. A superior assembly technique needs to be developed in future. 
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(a)                                                                                   (b) 

 

 

(c) 
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(d) 

 

(e) 

Fig. 3.27. (a) Fabricated antenna prototype (b) fabricated prototype in anechoic chamber, (c) 

Normalized simulated and measured radiation pattern at broadside, and -45° scan angle 

with single element pattern envelop for φ=00 plane at 11 GHz for X-polarized array, and the 

temperature distribution of the fabricated antenna array measured by IR camera, and (e) 

The temperature distribution of the antenna’s BFN side (Backside) measured by IR camera. 
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Fig. 3.26(d) shows the temperature distribution of the fabricated array measured using an 

infra-red (IR) camera. We can see the measured maximum temperature of the antenna is 

nearly 41°C, whereas the maximum temperature distribution ranges from 40-41°C in the 

simulated result (Fig. 3.18). Therefore, in case of the thermal analysis, measured results are 

in good agreement with the simulated results.  We can also see the temperature of the PCB 

from backside in Fig. 3.37 (e). In Fig. 3.37(e), it is seen that each chip is nearly 60°C, which 

agrees with that observed in Fig. 3.19(c). Thus, we can infer that the measured heat sink 

results are in good agreement with the simulated ones.  

3.8 Dual beam scanning in the 4x2 array 

Fig. 3.27 shows the generation of dual beam in the array, when both X- and Y-polarizations 

are excited and a progressive phase shift of Δø is provided in X-polarized antenna array, 

whereas a progressive phase shift of the  (-Δø) is provided for Y-polarized antenna array. We 

can observe that X-polarized array is scanning at around 35° whereas Y- polarized array is 

scanning at -35° simultaneously. It is interesting to note that, dual beam is possible for this 

radiator, provided the chip has the capability of exciting both X- and Y-polarized antenna 

arrays simultaneously with different progressive phase shifts, while the beamforming 

algorithm is taking care of this function of the chip.  

 

 

Fig. 3.28. Dual beam scanning when both X- and Y-polarizations are excited. 
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3.9. Conclusion  

As far as we know, this is the first dual linear polarized all 3D metal printed phased array 

antenna integrated with RFICs based BFN where radiating elements are also serving as heat 

sink structures. The heat sink study has been validated with an IR camera. The antenna 

employs Anokiwave chips to generate dual linear polarization as well as achieve beam-

steering performances. The mirror feed technique is applied to improve the cross-polarized 

fields. The antenna covers 8.5 GHz to 11 GHz with acceptable radiation patterns and low 

cross-polarized fields, and scans till ±50° in both X- and Y-polarizations. The maximum 

temperature on the antenna array is only 41°C, which indicates the fact that the antenna 

aperture is working as an efficient heat sink. We have achieved temperature reduction by 

60°C with 4x2 antenna array heat sink structure when compared to temperature 

distribution of the BFN stack-up without the 4x2 array heat sink radiator. Though we have 

faced some fabrication challenges and cannot refabricate it again due to lack of funds, the 

measured patterns and temperature distribution prove that this dual linear polarized all 

metal antenna is working as heat sink also. Such an array antenna can be extended to other 

frequency bands and larger array sizes except that further maturity in fabrication and 

integration of a metal radiator with BFN board is needed.  
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Chapter 4 

 

A 22- 28 GHz Polarization Reconfigurable Flat Panel 8x8 Tx/Rx Phased 

Array Antenna with Uniquely Arranged Novel Radiating Elements for 

CubeSat Communication   

 

4.1. Introduction 

The electronic scanning phased array antenna can provide high directivity with near-

instantaneous beam steering capability [1], [2]. Recently, with the development in 

commercial beamforming chipsets, phased array antennas (PAAs) with integrated 

beamforming networks (BFNs) consisting of silicon radio frequency integrated circuits 

(RFICs) have attracted significant attention. Fully integrated chipsets replace the 

requirement for discrete transmit (Tx) or receive Rx) blocks and are typically comprised of 

a radio frequency switch, low noise amplifier in case of Rx channel, high power amplifier in 

case of Tx channel, phase shifters, and variable attenuators in a compact arrangement, 

thereby reducing overall size, cost, and RF losses. In [5], [6], [30]-[37], a number of 

polarization agile PAAs with RFIC based beamforming networks (BFN) are discussed 

elaborately. In [30], presents the advantages of the application of silicon RFICs for 

phased-array transmitters/receivers. In [5], [6], [31]-[37], the proposed phased arrays 

either work in Rx or in Tx modes, and the works presented in [5], [6], [31]-[37] emphasize 

the novelty from the system point of view, while a conventional stacked patch topology is 

employed as the basic radiating element. In other words, these papers focus more on the 

innovations in the RF system area rather than the radiating element and antenna aperture. 

In [13], a dual circular polarized Rx/Tx array for Ku-band and a dual slant linear polarized 

Rx/Tx array for Ka-band, are discussed. In [38], an elaborate discussion on silicon 

beamformers and state-of-the-art phased array antenna technology is discussed. In [39], a 
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flat panel 8x4 Tx/Rx PAA with the RFIC based BFN, and conventional stacked patch as 

radiating element, is used as a feed source for a reflector antenna. Recently, in [40], a novel 

3D metal printed dual linear polarized RFIC-based 4x2 phased array antenna, with an 

emphasis on developing a novel radiator with heat sinking properties, is proposed.  

On the other hand, polarization-reconfigurable antennas have attracted significant attention 

for advanced communication systems as multi-functional antennas for various applications, 

including cubesats. As cubesat missions proliferate, there is an increasing desire for higher 

gain dual circular polarized (CP) antenna systems to maintain reliable communication links. 

Different polarization-reconfigurable antennas have been reported in [41]–[45]. In [38], 

discussion about polarization-reconfigurable antennas are presented. In [46] and [47], 

polarization-reconfigurable phased array antennas (without RFIC-based integrated BFNs), 

are presented. In [48], an 8 ×8 dual linear/circular polarized passive PAA with a conventional 

stacked patch as its radiating element was discussed. In [49] a flat panel sequentially rotated 

dual circular polarized 8x8 phased array, with a circularly polarized stacked patch as its 

radiating element, is proposed. 

The application of the work presented in this project is based on requirements derived from 

a National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Glenn Research Center (GRC) 

mission concept for an orbiting lunar relay providing persistent connectivity to the lunar 

south pole. The communications links supported by this relay include Tx/Rx links to the 

lunar surface, to Lunar Gateway, and direct-to-earth. These requirements are met or 

exceeded through the use of multiple dual circular polarized 16x32 (512-element) arrays 

that cover ±10° in the lunar surface link, ±15° in the gateway link, and ±2° in the direct-to-

earth link with a minimum G/T of 0 dB/K and EIRP of 36 dBW, as shown in Fig. 4.1. However, 

in this work, we have explored the 8x8 PAA as a building block of this 512-element array.  
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Fig. 4.1. Phased array antenna of 16x32 elements on cubesat chassis. 

 

Here, a ±50° beam scanning, RFIC-based, polarization-reconfigurable Tx/Rx flat panel 

phased array antenna, comprised of uniquely arranged novel radiating elements, is 

proposed. The array covers 22-28 GHz bandwidth, offers low cross polarized fields when 

operating in dual linear polarizations, and maintains excellent axial ratio in dual CP cases 

over the entire bandwidth and for all scan angles up to 3dB gain drop/scan loss. According 

to the required specifications, the array should operate in two frequency bands: 22.55–23.55 

GHz and 25.5–27.5 GHz, which covers part of the K- and Ka-bands. Since the individual bands 

are closely spaced, a single wideband antenna is designed.  In view of the above, the novelty 

of the work presented herein are as follows: (i) a novel radiating element design that covers 

22-28 GHz bandwidth, and resolves the poor isolation between two ports, thereby improving 

cross-polarized fields and providing axial ratio (AR) less than 3dB over the entire bandwidth, 

(ii) a unique arrangement of radiators to further improve cross-polarized fields and axial 

ratio, (iii) polarization reconfiguration (i.e., offering horizontal (X-), vertical (Y-), LHCP and 

RHCP), and (iv) the 8x8 array, integrated with an RFIC-based BFN, operates in both Tx/Rx 

modes, and provides excellent cross-polarized fields and AR below 3dB over the entire 
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bandwidth and for all scan angles up to the 3dB scan loss point (which is ±45°-±50°). In [50], 

brief results of the proposed novel polarization reconfigurable 64-elements phased array is 

discussed. 

 

4.2. Single Radiating Element 

A stacked microstrip patch antenna element is used for the basis of design as this topology 

is known to provide wide (10-20%) bandwidth [51]. The driven patch is configured with two 

orthogonal feed points to support dual polarization. Dual linear (horizontal, i.e., X- or 

vertical, i.e., Y-) polarization is achieved when any one of the two feed points of the driven 

patch is excited and the other one is matched terminated. When both feed points are equally 

excited and ±90o time phase is applied to any one feed point, then circular polarization (LHCP 

or RHCP) can be achieved. This single radiating element (Fig. 4.2) is analyzed along with the 

printed circuit board (PCB) stack-up layers used in the array BFN to predict the antenna 

performance.   

In this work, dual linear/dual circular polarization is achieved by employing two feed points, 

however, this can result in poor isolation between the two feed ports leading to high cross-

polarized fields and poor AR. Therefore, to achieve good isolation between two ports, in 

addition to good impedance matching over the desired bandwidth of 22 GHz to 28 GHz, three 

configurations of the stacked patch antenna (I, II, and III) are studied. The driven patch and 

parasitic patch geometry, along with feed point locations for configuration I, II, and III, are 

shown in Figs. 4.2(a), (b), and (c), respectively. Fig. 4.2(a) shows configuration I, which is a 

conventional stacked square patch. In configuration II (Fig. 4.2(b)), an L-shaped stub is 

placed in one corner of the driven patch in such a way that the stub lies adjacent to the two 

feed points to achieve improvement in isolation between them. Another L-shaped stub is 

placed in the opposite corner to maintain the symmetry of the patch. Fig. 4.2(c) presents 

configuration III, which is a modification of configuration II, where edge stubs are designed 

for all four edges on both the driven and parasitic patches. The stubs on the radiating edge 

is known to improve bandwidth [52].  Since the patch elements work in both dual linear and 
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dual circular polarizations, stubs are designed on all four edges of the square patch in 

configuration III to achieve bandwidth enhancement.  

The performance of configurations I, II, and III are compared in terms of the reflection 

coefficient magnitude of port #1 (port #2 is identical) in Fig. 4.3(a); isolation between two 

ports in Fig. 4.3(b); AR (for circular polarization) in Fig. 4.3(c); and total antenna efficiency 

in Fig. 4.3(d). We can see that configuration I covers 22.5 to 27.5 GHz, and the isolation 

between the two ports degrades with frequency and increases to -10dB towards the higher 

end of the band. Configuration II offers improvement in isolation, but bandwidth is not 

improved, which is as expected from the previous discussion. Configuration III offers 

significant improvement in isolation in addition to bandwidth enhancement. Configuration 

III covers 22-28 GHz bandwidth and isolation below -15 dB over the entire bandwidth is 

achieved. In configuration III, the improvement in isolation leads to improvement in AR and 

total antenna efficiency, which can be seen from Figs. 4.3(c) and 4.3(d), respectively. The 

current distribution for the linear polarization condition (one port excited and other port 

match terminated) of the driven patch for configuration I and III are shown in Fig. 4.3(e), 

which shows that the L-shaped stub reduces the current flowing from the excited port to 

match terminated port by a significant amount in cases of configuration III when compared 

with the configuration I. Therefore, the L-shaped stub placed in one corner of the driven 

patch adjacent to the two feed points helps to achieve improvement in isolation between the 

two feed points, whereas another L-shaped stub is placed in the opposite corner to maintain 

the symmetry of the patch. The radiation pattern in the linear (vertically polarized) mode of 

configuration I and III at the center frequency (25 GHz) are compared in Figs. 4.4(a) and 

4.4(b), respectively. High cross-polarized fields are a common problem in a conventional 

patch antenna with two feed points, which is evident from Fig. 4.4(a), however, cross-

polarization is significantly improved in Fig. 4.4(b) with a sharp null at the broadside angle 

(Ɵ=0o). The slight asymmetry is noted in both Figs. 4.4(a) and (b), which is partly due to the 

ground via arrangement around the feed points in the BFN structure. The asymmetry in the 

radiation pattern in Fig. 4.4(b) is also partially due to the presence of the L-stubs, which is 

mitigated by the unique arrangement of radiators in the 2x2 sub-array of the target 8x8 array 

design. Thus, configuration III is employed as a single radiating element in the 8x8 array. 
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(a) 

 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

Fig 4.2. Isometric view of (a) configuration I, (b) configuration II, and (c) configuration III. 

 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

  

(c) 
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(d) 

 

 

(e) 

 

Fig. 4.3. For configurations I, II, and II: (a) Reflection coefficient magnitude of port 1, (b) 

isolation between two ports, (c) axial ratio, (d) total antenna efficiency, and (e) Current 

distribution of configuration I and III in linear polarization. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 4.4. Radiation pattern at 25GHz for (a) configuration I, and (b) configuration III in linear 

polarized mode.  

4.3. Stack-up description of the PCB 

Fig. 4.5(a) presents the top view of the driven and parasitic patches of configuration III. The 

patch dimension parameters, specified in Fig. 4.5(a), are as follows: Lxd ~ Lyd ~ 2.8mm, Lxp ~ 
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Lyp ~ 2.6mm, d ~ 0.5mm, Ld ~ 0.5mm, lx ~ ly ~ 0.3mm, Lsx ~ Lsy ~ 2.5mm. Fig. 5(b) shows the 

bottom view of the coplanar waveguide (CPW) feed structure. Fig. 4.5(c) shows the side view 

of the radiating element along with the beamforming board stack-up. The driven patch is 

placed over h1=30 mil thick substrate, whereas the driven and parasitic patches are 

separated by h2=20 mil thick substrate. The overall thickness of the BFN stack-up is 

approximately 100 mils (H+h1+h2). Each driven patch is fed by two vias that are connected 

with a grounded CPW feed structure at the lowermost layer of the stack-up. Astra-MT77 of 

relative permittivity εr=3 is used as the core material whereas Tachyon of εr=3.02 is used as 

prepreg material in the BFN stack up. Astra-MT77 possesses a stable dielectric constant (Dk) 

between -40°C and +140°C at up to W-band frequencies [53], which makes it suitable for 

advanced commercial radio frequency printed circuit designs. 

 

 

(b) 
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(b) 

 

 

(c) 

Fig. 4.5. (a) Top view of the driven and parasitic patch, (b) bottom view of the single element 

with CPW feed structure, and (c) BFN stack-up layers.   
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4.4. 2x2 Sub-array configuration and performance 

An active PAA can be designed with an active device at each element, or with active devices 

at various sub-array levels such as in columns, rows, or groupings of elements. In this work, 

we have employed Anokiwave RFICs (AWMF-0165) [54] to control the amplitude and phase 

of the array elements. Each Anokiwave chip can work in both Tx and Rx modes and it is a 

dual-polarization RFIC with two common ports, each for one polarization (horizontal or 

vertical), and eight element ports, four of which correspond to one common polarization port 

and the remaining four corresponding to the other common polarization port of the chip. 

Each output of the chip can be controlled independently and externally through a serial 

peripheral interface (SPI) to provide the required phase and amplitude to each port of each 

radiating element. Therefore, each chip can feed four dual linear or dual CP antennas when 

the two common ports are combined using an external splitter. Each radiating element of the 

2x2 sub-array has two orthogonally located feed points which can be controlled 

independently through the chip to achieve all of the four above-mentioned polarization in 

each radiating element. To achieve circular polarization (LHCP or RHCP), all eight outputs of 

the chip are used with half the ports applying a ±90° phase shift to one of the linear polarized 

element feeds to create circular polarization in each single element of the 2x2 sub-array. 

In this work, the PAA is designed for 22-28 GHz and an inter-element spacing of half the free 

space wavelength (λo/2) corresponding to 25 GHz was chosen, which is 0.44λo at 22 GHz, 

and 0.56λo at 28 GHz. This allows grating lobe-free radiation patterns within 22-28 GHz 

considering 3dB scan loss in addition to the array factor benefits such as enhanced directivity 

(which is desired from the proposed PAA) without increasing the size of the array.  

The bottom view and top view of a 2x2 conventional sub-array with an inter-element spacing 

of 0.5λo at 25 GHz are shown in Figs. 4.6(a) and 4.6(b), respectively. To achieve further 

improvement in the cross-polarization level in dual linear polarizations, the element 

mirroring is performed in both the horizontal and vertical planes [55], which can be seen in 

the bottom view and top view in Figs. 4.6(c) and 4.6(d), respectively. The 2x2 sub-array along 

with the chip footprint at the center underneath the BFN is shown in Fig. 4.6(e). The 

arrangement of feed points of the 2x2 sub-array with mirrored elements is shown in Fig. 
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4.6(f), where unit cell 2 is the mirror image of the unit cell 1 along the vertical plane, the unit 

cell 3 is the mirror image of the unit cell 1 along the horizontal plane, and unit cell 4 is a 

mirror image of the unit cell 1 along the horizontal and vertical planes. When the array is 

operating in dual linear polarization, for instance horizontal (X-) polarization, then the 

vertical (Y-) polarized ports are matched terminated. The adjacent elements along the X-

direction (for instance, unit cell 2 and unit cell 4) are provided with a 180° phase shift in the 

ports along the X-axis to get a broadside pattern due to the mirror configuration (Fig. 4.6(g)). 

The amplitude and phase distribution of the array operating in vertical (Y-) polarization is 

also shown in Fig. 4.6(h)).  In [55], it is explained how the cross-polarized fields are 

significantly reduced due to this mirror effect and we show its result in Fig. 4.7. 

 When the array operates in dual circular polarization (RHCP or LHCP), then both the ports 

of each radiating element are excited, and ±90° phase shift is applied to one port 

corresponding to the selected polarization of each radiator to generate CP. Selecting unit cell 

1 as the reference element, each element adjacent to that reference element is provided with 

a 180° phase for mirrored ports (both ports are excited when operating in circular 

polarization). Now if we observe the phase distribution for the RHCP case (Fig. 4.6(i)), it 

appears as if unit cell 3 is rotated physically by 90° and provided with a 90° phase to both 

ports with respect to unit cell 1. Similarly, the unit cell 4 is physically rotated by 180° and 

provided with 180° phase to both ports with respect to unit cell 1, and unit cell 2 is physically 

rotated by 270° and provided with 270° phase to both ports with respect to unit cell 1. 

Therefore, in the 2x2 sub-array, each element is sequentially rotated in comparison with the 

reference element in a clockwise manner (the bottom view is shown in Fig. 4.6(i)). In [56], 

the sequential rotation technique is presented, and it is proved mathematically that CP 

performance can be improved by a significant amount. Therefore, when the sub-array works 

in CP, then it is comprised of sequentially rotated elements, which in turn helps to improve 

AR significantly. Thus, we can summarize that the unique arrangement of elements provides 

element mirror benefits in the case of dual linear polarizations and sequential rotation 

benefits in the case of dual CP. The phase distribution for the LHCP and RHCP cases are 

shown in Figs. 4.6(i) and 4.6(j), respectively. It is worth mentioning here that, by utilizing 

phase shifts from the Anokiwave RFICs (AWMF-0165) employed in BFN, we can generate 
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the time phase required for both dual linear polarization and dual circular polarization in 

this unique arrangement. Table 4.1.  presents a tabular version of phase distribution of the 

2x2 sub-array for all the four polarizations. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

 

(d) 
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(e) 

 

(f) 

Fig. 4.6. (a) Bottom, and (b) top view of the conventionally arranged sub-array, (c) Bottom, 

and (d) top view of the proposed uniquely arranged sub-array, (e) chip footprint underneath 

the BFN, (f) feed configuration of the proposed uniquely arranged sub-array, and phase 

distribution of the (g) horizontally polarized, (h) vertically polarized, (i) LHCP, and (j) RHCP 

for 2x2 sub-array. 
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Table. 4.1: Phase distribution for different polarizations 

Unit cell1  Unit cell 2  Unit cell 3  Unit cell 4  Array 

Pol 

X-

pol 

Y-

pol 

X-

pol 

Y-

pol 

X-

pol 

Y-

pol 

X-

pol 

Y-

pol 

 

1, 

0° 

0, 

0° 

1, 

180° 

0, 

0° 

1, 

0° 

0, 

0° 

1, 

180° 

0, 

0° 

H-pol 

0, 

0° 

1, 

0° 

0, 

0° 

1, 

0° 

0, 

0° 

1, 

180° 

0, 

0° 

1, 

180° 

V-pol 

1, 

90° 

1, 

0° 

1, 

270° 

1, 

0° 

1, 

90° 

1, 

180° 

1, 

270° 

1, 

180° 

RHCP 

1, 

0° 

1, 

90° 

1, 

180° 

1, 

90° 

1, 

0° 

1, 

270° 

1, 

180° 

1, 

270° 

LHCP 

 

The radiation pattern of the conventional and proposed uniquely arranged sub-array (with 

mirror effect) for the horizontal (X-) polarization at 25 GHz are shown in Figs. 4.7(a), 4.7(b), 

respectively. In the conventional array approach the separation between co- to cross-

polarized fields is nearly 20dB, whereas the co-/cross- separation is more than 50dB (cross-

polarized field is not visible till -40dB) in this uniquely arranged sub-array. Fig. 4.7(c) shows 

the vertical polarization radiation pattern of the proposed uniquely arranged sub-array at 

25 GHz. In Figs. 4.7(d) and 4.7(e), the LHCP radiation pattern of the conventional sub-array 

is compared with that of the proposed sub-array. We can see the excellent null at the 

broadside for the LHCP pattern in the proposed sub-array case, which indicates a difference 

of more than 50 dB between the LHCP and RHCP patterns at θ=0°. Fig. 4.7(f) shows the RHCP 
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pattern for the proposed sub-array. The AR at the broadside angle of both the conventional 

and proposed sub-arrays are compared in Fig. 4.7(g). We can notice a significant 

improvement in AR for the proposed arrangement. Thus, we can conclude that significant 

improvement in cross-polarized fields in addition to an excellent AR is achieved by 

employing this unique arrangement (Figs. 4.6(c)-(d)).  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

 

 

(d) 
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(e) 

 

 

 (f) 
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(g) 

Fig. 4.7. Radiation pattern at 25 GHz for the horizontal (X-) polarization of the (a) 

conventional and (b) proposed sub-array, (c) for the vertical (Y-) polarization of the 

proposed sub-array (Note: for (b) and (c) cross-pol is lower than -40dB and hence out of 

scale), LHCP for the (d) conventional and (e) proposed sub-array, (f) for the RHCP of the 

proposed sub-array, and (g) AR vs frequency for the conventional and proposed 

(sequentially rotated 2x2 sub-array) sub-array. 

 

4.5. 8x8 Array configuration and performance 

4.5.1. 8x8 Array Configuration and Beamforming Algorithm 

The 8x8 phased array is employing the proposed 2x2 uniquely arranged sub-array (Fig. 

4.6(c-d)). The 8x8 array is simulated using the domain decomposition technique (DDM) with 

non-identical unit cells and an inter-element spacing of 0.5λo at 25 GHz along both horizontal 

(X-) and vertical (Y-) directions. The isometric view of the DDM model along with the unit 

cell arrangement of the 8x8 array is shown in Fig. 4.8(a). The arrangement of 

mirrored/sequentially rotated unit cells in DDM model of the 8x8 array is shown in Fig. 

4.8(b), where Unit cell 2 is a mirror image of Unit cell 1 along vertical plane, Unit cell 3 is a 
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mirror image of Unit cell 1 along horizontal plane and unit cell 4 is a mirror image of Unit cell 

1 along horizontal and vertical plane. If we consider circular polarization modes, then Unit 

cell 2 is 90° rotated compared to Unit cell1, Unit cell 4 is 180° rotated compared to Unit cell1, 

and Unit cell 3 is 270° rotated compared to Unit cell. The top view of the array is shown in 

Fig. 4.8(c), where the array dimensions, including the overall board dimension, are specified. 

The arrangement of chips along with the power splitter employed to feed the 4x4 chips (each 

chip in turn feeds four dual linearly/circularly polarized elements) are shown in Fig. 4.8(d).  

When the array operates in dual linear polarization, progressive phase shifts are applied 

along the φ=0° direction to scan in the φ=0° plane or along the φ=90° direction to scan in 

the φ=90° plane to the X-polarized (or Y-polarized) feed points while Y-polarized feed points 

(or X-polarized feed points) are matched terminated, respectively, to achieve the desired 

beam scan performance. The CP beam scan patterns are achieved in the following way: 

(i) By applying a 90° phase to either Y-polarized or X-polarized feed points, LHCP or RHCP 

are generated, respectively. 

(ii) Progressive phase shifts are applied to both the X-polarized and Y-polarized feed points 

along the φ=0° direction to scan in the φ=0° plane or along the φ=90° direction to scan 

in the φ=90° plane. 

The 180° phase is provided to each alternate (mirrored) port of the mirrored elements 

along both the horizontal and vertical directions to achieve in-phase radiation in the case of 

both dual linear and dual circular polarizations. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

 

(d) 

Fig. 4.8. Top view of the DDM model of the 8x8 array with non-identical unit-cells, (b) the 

arrangement of mirrored/sequentially rotated unit cells in DDM model, (c) top view of the 

8x8 antenna aperture with BFN, and (d) arrangement of chips along with the power splitter 

underneath the array aperture. 
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4.5.2. Active Element Pattern (AEP) based Analytical Analysis and Simulated Results 

for the 8x8 array  

The array pattern of the active element pattern (AEP) based 8x8 phased array can be 

analytically studied using the eqn. (4.1):  

 

𝐸𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑦(𝜃, 𝜑) = ∑ [[∑ 𝐸𝑚𝑛
𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡(𝜃, 𝜑)

𝑀

𝑚=1

𝑒𝑗(𝑚−1)(𝑘𝑑𝑥𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑+𝛽𝑥]

𝑁

𝑛=1

 𝑒𝑗(𝑛−1)(𝑘𝑑𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑+𝛽𝑦]    

                                                                                                                                              (4.1) 

Here, in eqn. (4.1), M = N = 8 refers to the number of elements along the X- or Y- directions, 

dx = dy = 0.5λo at 25 GHz, and βx and βy are progressive phase shifts along the X- and Y- 

directions, respectively. 𝐸𝑚𝑛
𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 is the radiation pattern of the (m,n)th element in the 8x8 

array which can be obtained from the active element pattern (AEP). The AEP of an array is 

the radiation pattern of the center element when only the center element is excited but all 

other array elements are matched terminated [57]. The AEP is the combination of the 

isolated element pattern and a space factor that includes the effects of the other coupled 

elements. However, with an even number of elements and elements in each 2x2 sub-array 

that are uniquely arranged, we will not be able to predict the scan performance accurately if 

we pick up the AEP of one element of the centrally located 2x2 sub-array. Therefore, we have 

computed an average AEP for the centrally located 2x2 sub-array. The average AEP is 

computed from AEPs of each element of the centrally located 2x2 sub-array, as shown in Fig. 

4.9 (a) for linear polarization and Fig. 4.10 (a) for circular polarization. The average AEP is 

multiplied with the array factor (AF), as in eqn. (4.1), to compute the AEP-based scan 

performance.   

In Fig. 4.9(a) the AEP of each element in the centrally located 2x2 sub-array (unit cells at 

(4,4), (4,5). (5,4) and (5,5) [see Fig. 4.8(b)] and the average AEP for the horizontally polarized 

element is shown for φ=0° plane at 25 GHz. The average AEP is computed from AEPs of each 

element of the centrally located 2x2 sub-array which are extracted from the simulated array 
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in HFSS when only the corresponding array element is excited and others matched 

terminated. The individual AEP looks asymmetric, mainly due to the fact that the element 

has unequal number of elements on both sides of the element in the even array, and also 

partially due to the presence of L-stubs and due to the ground via arrangement of the BFN. 

But the average AEP looks symmetrical, and we can see the symmetric beam scan 

performance in simulated and measurement results (shown later), which indicates the 

averaging of AEP is more practical than considering individual AEP. In Fig. 4.9(b), the 

normalized average AEP envelope is compared with the HFSS simulated scan performance 

in the φ=90° plane and is shown for the vertically polarized array at 25GHz. For a vertically 

(Y-) polarized array, E-fields are along the φ=90° plane direction. We see that the 3dB gain 

drop/scan loss is around ±55° for an average AEP, thereby indicating the possibility of 

excellent scan performance.  In Fig. 4.9(b), the AEP-based scan performance in the φ=90° 

direction (E-plane) computed in MATLAB is also compared. We observe the similarity in scan 

performance between the computed and the fully excited simulated array.  It is worth 

mentioning here that in the case of linear polarization modes of a microstrip patch array, it 

is important to analyze the scan performance mainly in the E-plane due to stronger mutual 

coupling. Therefore, the scan performance in the H-plane is not shown for the sake of brevity.  

 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

Fig. 4.9. (a) AEP and average AEP of the centrally located elements, and (b) comparison of 

AEP based scan and simulated scan performance of the horizontally polarized 8x8 array in 

E-plane at 25 GHz.  

 

In Fig. 4.10(a) the AEP of each element in the centrally located 2x2 sub-array (unit cells at 

(4,4), (4,5). (5,4) and (5,5) [see Fig. 4.8(b)] and the average AEP for the left hand circularly 

polarized element is shown for φ=0° plane at 25 GHz. In Fig. 4.10(b), the normalized AEP-

based scan performance of the LHCP array is compared with the normalized scan 

performance of the fully excited LHCP array simulated in HFSS in the φ=0° plane at 25 GHz, 

along with the normalized average AEP envelope. The scan performance between the 

computed and the fully excited simulated arrays is convincing with respect to the gain 

drop/scan loss profile. The scan performance in the other plane is identical, and hence not 

shown here. 
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(a) 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.10. (a) AEP and average AEP of the centrally located elements, and (b) comparison of 

AEP based scan and simulated scan performance of the LHCP 8x8 array in φ=0° plane at 25 

GHz. 
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As mentioned earlier, the array should be working in two frequency bands: 22.55–23.55 GHz 

(center frequency: 23.05 GHz) and 25.5–27.5 GHz (center frequency: 26.5 GHz). But as 

individual bands are very closely spaced, we have designed a single wideband antenna. Here 

the broadside radiation pattern for vertical (Y-) polarization at 23 GHz, 25 GHz, and 26.5 GHz 

are shown in Figs. 4.11(a), (b), (c). We can observe that no cross-polarized fields are visible 

till -40dB and therefore, co-cross separation is more than 60dB in linear case. Thus, mirror 

arrangement has reduced the cross-polarized fields by a significant amount.  

The Anokiwave chip employed in the BFN provides 6-bit phase and gain control for beam 

steering. The 6-bit phase control implies each step is of value 2𝜋 26⁄ = 5.625°. Therefore, 

progressive phase shifts are limited to multiples of 5.625°. The linearly polarized beam scan 

performance in φ=0° and 90o directions at 23.5 GHz, 25 GHz and 26.5 GHz are shown in Figs. 

4. 11(d)-(i). For the vertically polarized array, in Figs. 4.11(d) and (e), we can observe that 

the gain drop from approximately 22.3 dBi to approximately 19.6 dBi as beam scans from 0° 

to ±56° along φ=0° plane and approximately 22.3 dBi to approximately 19.1 dBi as beam 

scans from 0° to ±56° along φ=90° plane at 23.05 GHz. In Figs. 4.11(f) and (g), the gain drop 

from 23 dBi to 20.5 dBi as beam scans from 0 to ±51° along φ=0° plane and from 23 dBi to 

19.3 dBi as beam scans from 0 to ±50° along φ=90° plane at 25 GHz. In Figs. 4.11(h) and (i), 

the gain drop from 23.5dBi to 20.5 dBi as beam scans from 0 to ±47° along φ=0° and 23.5dBi 

to 19.3 dBi as beam scans from 0 to ±42° along φ=90° plane at 26.5 GHz. Therefore, with 

respect to the scan performance employing linear polarization, we observe that as the beam 

scans, the realized gain in the E-plane drops faster than that in the H-plane, which is due to 

stronger mutual coupling between array elements in the E-plane.  

The active S-parameter of the almost centrally located element (5,4) [see Fig.4.8(b)] is shown 

in Fig. 4.11(j) for the broadside, 25° scan and the maximum scan for the φ=0° and φ=90° 

planes. The active S-parameter is almost below (-10) dB over the entire bandwidth for both 

planes for the broadside, 25° scan, and the maximum scan. Here, it should be noted that we 

considered a scan out to approximately the 3dB gain drop point in both planes, but if this 

3dB gain drop criteria is relaxed the array can scan further. The scanning performance for 

the horizontal and vertical polarizations is identical, with E-plane and H-planes 
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interchanged. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

 

 

(d) 
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(e) 

 

(f) 
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(g) 

 

(h) 
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(i) 

 

(j) 

Fig. 4.11. Broadside radiation pattern at (a) 23 GHz, (b) 25 GHz, and (c) 26.5 GHz for 

vertically polarized 8x8 array in φ=0° and φ=90° plane at 25 GHz, the linearly polarized 

beam scan performance in (d) φ=0° and (e) φ=90o planes at 23GHz, (f) φ=0° and (g) φ=90o 

directions at 25 GHz, and (h) φ=0° and (i) φ=90o directions at 26.5 GHz, (j) active S-

parameter for the element (5, 4), for the broadside, 25° scan and the maximum scan for φ=0° 

and φ=90° planes. 
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The broadside left hand circular polarized (LHCP) radiation pattern at 23 GHz, 25 GHz, and 

26.5 GHz are shown in Figs. 4.12(a), (b) and (c), respectively. We can observe that the 

separation between LHCP (approximately 22-23 dBic) and RHCP (cross-polarized fields) is 

more than 60dB at θ= 0° position. Thus, the sequential arrangement has improved the axial 

ratio by a huge amount.  LHCP beam scan performance in the φ=0° and φ=90o planes at 23 

GHz, 25 GHz and 26.5 GHz are shown in Figs. 4.12(d)-(i). In Fig. 4.12(d) and 4.12(e), we 

observe that the gain drops from 22.4 dBic to 19.3 dBic as the beam scans from 0° to ±56° 

along both the φ=0° plane and the φ=90° plane at 23GHz. In Figs. 14(f) and (g), we observe 

that the gain drops from approximately 23.1 dBi to approximately 20.8 dBi as beam scans 

from 0° to ±46° along both φ=0° plane and φ=90° plane at 25 GHz. Figs. 4.12(h) and 4.12(i) 

show that the gain drops from 23.5 dBic to 20.5 dBic as the beam scans from 0° to ±42° along 

both the φ=0° plane and φ=90° plane at 26.5 GHz. In the case of circular polarization, the 

scan performance in both the φ=0° plane and the φ=90° plane are identical, which is as 

expected. The active S-parameter of the element (5, 4) [ see Fig. 4.8(b)] is shown in Fig. 

4.12(j) for the broadside, Ɵ=25° scan, and the maximum scan angle for both the φ=0° and 

φ=90° planes. In CP, the active S-parameter is almost below (-10) dB over the entire 

bandwidth for both planes (similar to the linear case), and for both ports (both ports are 

excited in the case of CP) for broadside, Ɵ=25° scan, and the maximum scan. Scanning 

performances in both LHCP and RHCP are identical, therefore only one polarization results 

are shown for the sake of brevity. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

 

 

(d) 
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(e) 

 

 

 

(f) 
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(g) 

 

(h) 
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(i) 

 

(j) 

Fig. 4.12. Broadside radiation pattern at (a) 23 GHz, (b) 25 GHz, and (c) 26.5 GHz for LHCP 

8x8 array in φ=0° and φ=90° plane at 25 GHz, LHCP beam scan performance in (d) φ=0° and 

(e) φ=90o directions at 23 GHz, (f) φ=0° and (g) φ=90o directions at 25 GHz and (h) φ=0° 

and (i) φ=90o directions at 26.5 GHz, and (j) active S-parameter for element (5, 4) for 

broadside, around  25° scan and maximum scan for φ=0° and φ=90° planes. 
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Figs. 4.13(a), (b) and (c) show the contour plot for broadside axial ratio at 23 GHz, 25 GHz 

and 26.5 GHz. We can observe excellent axial ratio is maintained over all the φ –planes in 

broadside direction. Figs. 14.13(d) and (e) shows the contour plot of axial ratio for maximum 

scan along φ=0° plane in positive θ direction at 23 GHz and 26.5 GHz, where observe 

excellent axial ratio is maintained for maximum scan also. The performance is identical along 

φ=90° plane also, and hence not shown here. Figs. 4.13(a) and 4.13(b) show the AR versus 

scan angle and realized gain versus scan angle for 23GHz, 25 GHz, and 26.5 GHz for the φ=0° 

and φ=90° planes. It can be observed that AR degrades and realized gain drops faster with 

the increase in frequency. However, AR is significantly below 3dB over the entire bandwidth 

and within the scan range up to the 3dB gain drop point. 

 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

(c) 
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(d) 

 

(e) 
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(f) 

 

(g) 

Fig. 4.13: The broadside axial ratio contour plot for (a) 23GHz, (b) 25 GHz, and (c) 26.5 GHz, 

the axial ratio contour plot for maximum scan for (d) 23 GHz, and (e) 26.5 GHz, axial ratio 

versus scan angle and realized gain versus scan angle for 23GHz, 25 GHz and 26.5 GHz for 

(e) φ=0° and (f) φ=90° planes. 
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4.6. Co-simulation with chips and splitter output 

The schematic diagram of the beamforming chip (AWMF-0165) is shown in Fig. 4.14(a). The 

chip has two common Tx/Rx inputs, designated as port A and port B, respectively, each for 

one polarization (horizontal or vertical), and there are eight output ports referred to as 

element ports, four of which correspond to Tx/Rx common port A and remaining four 

correspond to Tx/Rx common port B. Each chip has a low noise amplifier, 6 bits phase shifter, 

and 5-bit gain control in the receive path and a high power amplifier, 6 bits phase shifter, 

and 5-bit gain control in transmit path. A switch is employed to select transmit or receive 

path and the switch is controlled externally by the serial peripheral interface (SPI). Also, the 

phase shifter, gain control and therefore each output of the chip can be controlled externally 

through SPI. The chip is half-duplex, and therefore the array either works in receive mode or 

works in transmit mode at a time. 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

 

(c) 

 

Fig. 4.14: (a) Schematic diagram of the Anokiwave chip, and Schematic diagram of the co-

simulation in (b) linear polarization, and in (c) circularly polarization. 

 

The effect of incorporating RFICs (AWMF-0165) in the passive array was simulated to 

determine if non-ideal responses from the chip lead to different amplitude and phase 

responses which can impact both linear and circular polarization. Circular polarization is 

expected to be more impacted because it employs both vertical and horizontal ports where 
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a phase mismatch is more deleterious. Fig. 4.14(b) shows the schematic diagram of the co-

simulation when the array operates in linear polarization whereas Fig. 4.14(c) is the 

schematic diagram for co-simulation when the array operates in circular polarization. 

Fig. 4.15(a) shows how a single chip with two inputs is placed at the center of a dual linear 

polarized 2x2 array underneath the beamforming board and connected to two feed points in 

each driven patch of the 2x2 sub-array (only driven patches are shown and L stubs are 

hidden so that feed points, chip position and chip inputs can be clearly seen). Initially, a 1x2 

splitter is designed to feed a chip with two inputs. The performance of the splitter was 

simulated along with the RFIC to understand the performance implications to the 2x2 

antenna system. The array is co-simulated with the 1x2 power splitter and chip S-parameter 

files using Ansys Electronics Circuit. Since the RFIC S-parameters data was only available 

down to 23.75 GHz, we have studied the array co-simulation response for 23.75 GHz and 

26.5 GHz. The 1x2 splitter performance is shown in Fig. 4.15(b). It is evident from Fig. 4.15(b) 

that the power at the two inputs of each chip is the same, and isolation between the chip 

inputs is also better than (-20) dB over the entire bandwidth. Thus, the splitter is not 

incurring any mismatch between the horizontal and vertical polarizations of the chip. The 

radiation pattern at 25 GHz for linear polarization and circular polarization is shown in Figs. 

4.15(c) and (d), respectively. The axial ratio versus frequency for the case without chip and 

with chip is shown in Fig. 4.15(e). We can observe the polarization purity and axial ratio has 

deteriorated when the array is co-simulated with chip output, but the axial ratio is still much 

below 3dB and polarization purity is also acceptable. 
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(a) 

 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

 

(d) 
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(e) 

Fig. 4.15. (a) Schematic showing chip inputs, chip position and chip connection with the two 

feed points in each driven patch of a 2x2 sub-array (only driven patches are shown and L 

stubs are hidden so that feed points, chip position and chip inputs can be clearly seen), (b) 

1x2 splitter performance, radiation pattern at 25 GHz (c) for linearly polarized array, (d) for 

circularly polarized array, and (d) axial ratio versus frequency for with and without chip.  

 

In the next step, a 1x32 power splitter was designed to feed the 16 (4x4) chips, each chip 

with two inputs. The performance of the splitter was simulated along with the RFIC to 

understand the performance implications to the antenna system. The 1x32 splitter 

performance is shown in Fig. 4.16(a). Fig. 4.16(c), and 4.16(d), show the beam scan 

performance of the vertically (Y-) polarized array in the E-plane at 23.75 GHz, and 26.5 GHz. 

In Fig. 4.16(b), we can see that the gain drops from 22.4 dBi to 19.6 dBi as the beam scans 

from Ɵ = 0° to ±48° at 23.75 GHz. In Fig. 4.16(c) we can see that the gain drops from 23.1 dBi 

to 20 dBi as the beam scans from Ɵ = 0° to ±38° at 26.5GHz. Thus, we can say that the scan 

volume decreases by nearly 5°- 8° in addition to 0.5dB of peak gain drop. 
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(a) 
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(c) 

 

 

(d) 
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(e) 

 

 

(f) 

Fig. 4.16: (a) 1x32 Splitter performance for 4x4 =16 chips (each with two inputs), the beam 

scan performance in φ=90o directions (E-plane) at (b) 23.75 GHz, and (c) 26.5 GHz for the 

vertically polarized array, the LHCP beam scan performance in φ=0° plane at (d) 23.75 GHz, 

and (e) 26.5 GHz, and (f) AR and realized gain versus scan angles at 23.75 GHz and 26.5 GHz. 
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Figs. 4.16(d) and 4.17(e) show the beam scan performance for LHCP in the φ=0° plane at 

23.75 GHz, and 26.5 GHz, respectively. We can see that the gain drops from 22.4 dBic to 19.6 

dBic as the beam scans from Ɵ = 0° to ±48° at 23.75GHz, and from 23.1 dBic to 20.4 dBic as 

the beam scans from Ɵ = 0° to ±38° at 26.5GHz, respectively. We can also observe a decrease 

in scan volume by 5°- 8° in the CP case along with a 0.5 dB peak gain drop, which is similar 

to the linear polarization case. The performance in the φ=0° and φ=90° planes are identical 

in the CP case, and hence only the φ=0° plane is shown for the sake of brevity. Fig. 4.16(f) 

shows the AR and realized gain versus scan angles at 23.75 GHz, and 26.5 GHz for the φ=0° 

plane. We can notice degradation in AR also, but it is below 2 dB at the 3dB gain drop for 

both frequencies. It is worth mentioning that if significant degradation is observed in AR 

performance, then phase mismatch between the two sets of outputs (horizontal and vertical) 

of the chip should be compensated.  

Here we have shown results based on the S-parameter files for the chip in Rx mode only, 

although the S-parameter files are available for both Rx and Tx modes.    

 

4.7. Temperature Estimation of the array 

Before we power up the 8x8 array, we should estimate the heat generation from the chip, 

and design a heat sink to assure that the chips are safe. To save computational time, and 

quickly predict the temperature of the array, we had simulated the 4x4 array (without any 

heat sink) in Ansys Icepak, with an assumption of 2x2 sources at the location of chips or in 

other words one source underneath the BFN at the center of each 2x2 sub-array, with a 

power of 6 Watts per source (chip) which is the maximum power of the chip when the array 

is working in CP mode. The temperature distribution of the 4x4 array with 2x2 sources 

underneath the BFN (without any heat sink) is shown in Fig. 4.17 (a). We can see the 

maximum temperature is approximately 170°C.  

Then we have planned to use a 12.7 mm thick heat sink interface board with 20mm 

extensions on both sides of the array along horizontal plane, along with a 35mm thick finned 

heat sink, with fin width of 2mm and fin separation of 8mm, attached to that board, for the 
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heat sink purpose. The structure of the 4x4 array with the heat sink attached with the bottom 

side of the BFN and the temperature distribution of the 4x4 array with that heat sink is 

shown in Fig. 4.17(b). We can see the maximum temperature has decreased to 65°C to 70°C. 

According to chip specifications, chips are quite safe at this temperature. Though we have 

carried out the thermal analysis for 4x4 array, we can extrapolate the results for 8x8 array, 

because though number of chips increases in 8x8 array, but the surface area of the heat sink 

also increases which in turn helps to maintain the temperature.  

 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

Fig. 4.17: Temperature distribution of 4x4 array with 2x2 sources of each 6 Watts power 

underneath BFN (a) without heat sink, and (b) with heat sink. 

4.8. Fabrication and Measurement 

Figs. 4.18(a) and 4.18(b) show the schematic diagram of the measurement setup and the 

fabricated antenna prototype, including the heat sink beneath the antenna, in the planar 

near-field chamber at NASA GRC, respectively. Fig. 4.18(a) explains how the phase and 

amplitude excitation are sent to the beamformer chip from the remote computer through 

the SPI controller. The beamforming algorithm accounts for the phase distribution of the 

unique 2x2 arrangement and is written in Python. Using the graphical user interface (GUI) 

created via Python, we can select the polarization (linear or CP) and steer the beam to the 

required scan positions. Fig. 4.18(c) shows the temperature distribution of the antenna in 

CP at the TX mode quiescent point as measured by an infrared (IR) camera. The maximum 

measured temperature of the array aperture is 42°C, considering an airflow of 18 cubic feet 

per minute at -15oC across heat sink fins.  
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(b) 

 

 

(c) 

Fig. 4.18: (a) Schematic diagram of the measurement setup, (b) Fabricated prototype in the 

spherical near-field chamber, and (c) Temperature distribution of the CP array measured at 

the Tx mode quiescent point using an infra-red (IR) camera. 
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In Fig. 4.19(a), we have shown the normalized measured and simulated broadside radiation 

pattern for vertical (Y-) polarization at 26.5 GHz. We can observe that the simulated and 

measured 3dB gain-beamwidth is approximately 12° in both planes (which corresponds to 

the directivity is 23.6 dBi as in simulation), and the cross-polarized fields are not visible until 

-40 dB in the measured pattern, whereas the simulated cross-polarized field is not visible 

even at -40 dB. Thus, it is shown that the 2x2 mirror arrangement has reduced the cross-

polarized fields by a significant amount and validated by measurements. Figs. 4.19(b) and 

(c) show the measured normalized gain magnitude plot versus azimuth and elevation angles 

for the broadside radiation pattern at 26.5 GHz and horizontal polarization. The directivity 

is 23.6 dBi for horizontal polarization also with very low cross-polarized fields.  

Figs. 4.19(d)-(k) show the beam scan performance of the horizontally polarized array at 

around a 30° scan position. It is worth mentioning that the beam scans farther at lower 

frequency for the same progressive phase shift. Therefore, when our intended direction for 

the beam scan is around 30° at 25 GHz, in Figs. 4.19(d)-(k), we can observe that the beam 

scans that for φ=0°, 90°, 180° and 270° planes, the beam scans at 28.3° with a directivity of 

22.8 dB, -28.7° with a directivity of 22.8 dB, -26.9° with a directivity of 22.9 dB and 28.3° 

with a directivity of 22.6 dB respectively. The measured scan loss/gain drop (23.6 dBi to 

around 22.8 dBi) is in very good agreement with the simulated data (23.6 dBi to 22.8 dBi at 

28°).  
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(j) 

 

(k) 

Fig. 4.19: Dual linear (a) measured (Meas.) and simulated (Sim.) broadside radiation pattern 

for vertical polarization, magnitude plots (versus azimuth and elevation angles) for the 

measured horizontal polarization, broadside in (b) and (c), and around 30o beam scan cases 

for φ=0° in (d) and (e), φ=90° in (f) and (g),  φ=180° in (h) and (i), and φ=270° planes in (j) 

and (k). 
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The simulated and measured normalized broadside LHCP radiation patterns at 23 GHz and 

26.5 GHz are shown in Figs. 4.20(a) and 4.20(b), respectively. At 23 GHz, we can observe that 

the simulated and measured 3 dB gain-beamwidth is approximately 13° in both planes. The 

calculated broadside AR is 0.7 dB with a directivity of 22.6 dBic. At 26.5 GHz, we can observe 

the measured and simulated 3 dB gain-beamwidth of approximately 12° and the separation 

between the LHCP and RHCP (cross-polarized fields) is more than 40dB at the θ = 0° position. 

Thus, the sequential arrangement has improved the AR by a significant amount, which is 

validated by measurements. The calculated broadside AR is 0.26 dB and the directivity is 

23.6 dBic.    

 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

Fig. 4.20: LHCP measured (Meas.) and simulated (Sim.) broadside radiation patterns (a) 23 

GHz, and (b) 26.5 GHz. 

 

Figs. 4.21(a), and 4.21(b) show the LHCP scan performance for φ=0° (left side of the figure) 

and φ=90° (right side of the figure) at 23 GHz and 26.5 GHz, respectively. For both the φ=0° 

and φ=90° planes, the scan to Ɵ=42° and Ɵ=35° are shown for 23 GHz and 26.5 GHz, 

respectively. We can observe the first sidelobe level for the maximum scan is worse in the 

φ=90° plane compared to the φ=0° plane, but a minimum 6dB separation between the peak 

gain and sidelobe is maintained. Fig. 21(c) shows the measured scan loss and AR versus scan 

angle for φ=0° (left side of the figure) and φ=90° (right side of the figure) at 23 GHz, and 26.5 

GHz, respectively. We can observe that the AR is almost below 3dB to Ɵ=42° scan range at 

23 GHz, whereas, from the co-simulation, the 3dB scan loss/gain drop was to Ɵ=48° at 23.75 

GHz (Fig. 4.17). Although RFIC (AWMF-0165) S-parameters data sheet provides data only 

down to 23.75 GHz, the results at 23 GHz are still acceptable. At 26.5 GHz, we can observe 

that the AR is almost below 3dB to Ɵ=35° scan range whereas, per the co-simulation study, 

the 3dB gain drop occurs at Ɵ=38° (Fig. 4.17). Calibration of the RFIC and finite array element 

imbalances is expected to improve polarization and sidelobe level performance. 
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(a) 

 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

Fig. 4.21: Scan performance in φ=0° (left side of the figure), and φ=90° (right side of the 

figure) planes for (a) 23GHz, and (b) 26.5 GHz, and (c) scan loss and axial ratio versus scan 

angle at 23 GHz and 26.5 GHz in LHCP. 

 

Figs. 4.22(a) and 4.22(b) show measured broadside magnitude plots for RHCP and LHCP 

(cross-pol) patterns for 26.5 GHz. The directivity is 23.6 dBic and the AR is 0.3 dB. Figs. 

4.22(c) and 4.22(d) show patterns at 30° scan angle in the φ=0° plane with a directivity of 

22.2 dBic and with an AR of 1.4 dB. The RHCP is found to be similar to the LHCP case, and 

hence not shown in detail for the sake of brevity. 
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(a) 

 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

 

(d) 

Fig. 4.22: Magnitude plot at 26.5 GHz in RHCP (a) and (b) broadside, and (c) and (d) 30° scan 

angle in φ=0° plane.  
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4.9. G/T and EIRP evaluation and measured results 

The brief calculation for the gain over noise temperature of the array (G/T) is as follows: 

The system noise temperature of the array is calculated as: 

𝑇𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚 = 𝑇𝑠 + 𝑇𝑎′                                                          (4.2) 

 

𝑇𝑎′ = ղ𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑇𝑎 + 𝑇0(1 − ղ𝑎𝑛𝑡)= 269.67+31.9=301.57                                                  (4.3)          

 

Scene temperature, 𝑇𝑎 = 303 𝐾  

 

Room temperature, 𝑇0 = 290𝐾   

 

ղ𝑎𝑛𝑡 = 10
−𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑡

10  = 0.89                                                         (4.4) 

 

𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑡 = 0.5 𝑑𝐵  is Antenna loss that can be found from simulation 

 

𝑇𝑠 = 𝑇0(𝐹𝑠 − 1) = 290 ∗ 1.238 = 359.02𝐾                                    (4.5) 

 

Noise Figure of the chip is 3.5 dB in Rx mode.  

 

𝐹𝑠 = 103.5/10 = 2.238                                                      (4.6) 

 

Thus, 𝑇𝑠 = 301.57 + 359.02 = 660.59𝐾 
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The gain over noise in LHCP at 26.5 GHz is given as: 

 

𝐺

𝑇
= 𝐺𝑎𝑛𝑡 − 10 𝑙𝑜𝑔10

(𝑇𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚)
=23-28.199 ≈-5.2 dB/K                            (4.7) 

 

Thus, the computed gain over noise temperature (G/T) of the array at 26.5 GHz is −5.2𝑑𝐵/𝐾.  

The G/T of the array versus frequency for LHCP, shown in Fig. 4.23(a), was measured using 

the cold-source method [58]. The array was configured for LHCP with a uniform illuminated 

boresight beam. System gain was estimated using an OEWG probe in the far field and a WR34 

standard gain horn. Complex vertical (V) and horizontal (H) measurements using the probe 

were combined to synthesize CP using (𝐻 ± 𝑗𝑉)/√2. The gain to temperature (G/T) was 

calculated to be -6.7 dB/K at 23 GHz and -5.3 dB/K at 26.5 GHz when observing a 303 K scene 

temperature. It is to be noted that there is an outlier at 25 GHz in measurement results which 

appeared due to the PNA band change. Therefore, we observe that the measured G/T for 

LHCP at 26.5 GHz is in good agreement with the calculated results. 

The effective-isotropic-radiated-power EIRP of the array per polarization is given by [2]:  

 

𝐸𝐼𝑅𝑃𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑃𝑜𝑙,𝑃1𝑑𝐵 = 20𝑙𝑜𝑔10
(𝑁)

+ 𝐺𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 + 𝑃𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡,𝑃1𝑑𝐵                         (4.8) 

 

Where 𝑃𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡,𝑃1𝑑𝐵 is the input power for each radiating element per polarization.  

 

The EIRP of the array for circular polarization is given by: 

 

𝐸𝐼𝑅𝑃𝐿𝐻𝐶𝑃,𝑃1𝑑𝐵 = 20𝑙𝑜𝑔10
(𝑁)

+ 𝐺𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 + 𝑃𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡,𝑃1𝑑𝐵 + 3𝑑𝐵                   (4.9) 
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𝑃𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡,𝑃1𝑑𝐵 ≈ 𝑃𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙,𝑃1𝑑𝐵 = 9.7𝑑𝐵𝑚 at 26.5 GHz    

 

Where, 𝑃𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙,𝑃1𝑑𝐵 is the output chip power per channel at P1dB at 26.5 GHz. 

𝐺𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 4.5 𝑑𝐵𝑖  is the peak realized gain obtained from the active element pattern of the 

8x8 array at 26.5 GHz. 

Therefore,  

 

𝐸𝐼𝑅𝑃𝐿𝐻𝐶𝑃,𝑃1𝑑𝐵 = 20𝑙𝑜𝑔10
(𝑁)

+ 𝐺𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 + 𝑃𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡,𝑃1𝑑𝐵 + 3𝑑𝐵 

               = 36𝑑𝐵 + 4.5 𝑑𝐵 + 9.7𝑑𝐵𝑚 + 3𝑑𝐵 = 53.2𝑑𝐵𝑚                 (4.9) 

 

Therefore, the calculated EIRP at 26.5 GHz is 53.2dBm. Fig. 4.23(b) shows the input DC 

power versus effective-isotropic-radiated-power (EIRP) and the array gain (normalized to 

small signal) versus LHCP EIRP in transmit mode. For this test, an open-ended waveguide 

probe (OEWG) is placed in the far-field with power meters used to measure the input and 

output levels of the antenna system. A signal generator is used to vary the input signal to the 

array under CW excitation. We can observe the phased array offers an EIRP of 57.9 dBm and 

52.4 dBm at P1dB at 23 GHz and 26.5 GHz, respectively. Therefore, the measured EIRP for 

LHCP at 26.5 GHz is in good agreement with the calculated results. The slight difference 

between the measured and calculated EIRPs is due to the loss in transmission lines from the 

chip output to the antenna input and the adhesive thermal gap filler material employed to 

attach the aluminum heat sink with the array (Fig. 4.18(b)) to mitigate the heat generated by 

the chips. We can also observe in Fig. 4.23(b) that the DC power consumption of the array is 

55Watts when EIRP is 52.4dB (P1dB) at 26.5 GHz. 
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(a) 

 

 

(b) 

Fig. 4.23: (a) G/T versus frequency for LHCP, and (b) Measured normalized compression gain 

versus EIRP and DC input power versus EIRP. 
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4.10. Beam squint in wideband arrays 

Beam squint is an important aspect to discuss in case of a wideband array. Fig. 4.24 presents 

the measured patterns at 23 GHz, 25 GHz, and 27 GHz, with a progressive phase shift 

adjusted to scan at -280 for 25 GHz. We can see that the beam scans at -300 for 23 GHz and     

-250 at 27 GHz for same progressive phase shift. The squint angle 𝜃 at frequency f is predicted 

from the following formula.  

sin(𝜃) =
𝑓0

𝑓
sin(𝜃𝑠)                                              (4.10) 

 

where 𝜃𝑠 is the phased-array scan angle at f0.  

Therefore, as the peak radiation angle changes with frequency, phased array without time-

delay correction at the element or subarray levels, has the inherent issue of beam squint. 

 

Fig. 4.24. Beam squint in wideband array. 
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But K/Ka-band SATCOM channel bandwidth do not exceed 400 MHz while centered at 

different frequency at a time, and the beam squint in a 400 MHZ range is not significant.  

 

4.11. Conclusion and Future Study 

A wideband (22-28 GHz), flat panel, polarization reconfigurable Tx/Rx phased array antenna 

with uniquely arranged novel radiating elements is explored which can find applications in 

CubeSat and 5G communications. The array is comprised of novel radiators that provide 

excellent isolation between the two ports, and the array has utilized the 6-bit phase control 

capability of the beamforming chip extensively to offer multiple benefits like polarization 

reconfiguration, mirror arrangement in the dual linear case and, sequential arrangement in 

the dual CP case. In the simulation study, the array scans to Ɵ=±56° at the lower end of the 

band and to Ɵ=±42° at the upper end of the band for all four polarizations, considering 3dB 

scan loss/gain drop. Low cross-polarized fields and AR below 3dB is achieved over the entire 

bandwidth and for all the scan angles to the 3dB gain drop point. The array can scan further 

if the 3dB gain drop criteria is relaxed, although we limited our study considering 3dB gain 

drop and 3dB AR criteria. The simulated analysis performance is validated using a planar 

near-field measurement for all four polarizations over the bandwidth, including radiation 

patterns, and AR performance. Also, the G/T in receive mode and EIRP in transmit mode is 

presented. Though we have presented the uniform excitation cases only, the 5-bit gain 

control capability of the chip can be employed for non-uniform excitation applications as 

well. The array can be scaled to other frequencies and chips can be selected accordingly. 

Thus, undoubtedly, this array is versatile and highly applicable to advanced communication 

systems. 
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Chapter 5 

Dual Circular Polarized (RHCP/LHCP) Dual (Ku/K-) Band Shared 

Aperture Feed Source with Common Phase Center for an Offset Reflector 

Antenna 

 

5.1. Introduction  

SATCOM employs reflector antennas with circularly polarized feed sources at their terminals 

for high directivity and relatively low cost [59]-[61]. SATCOM requires two independent far-

off bands for the transmit (Tx) and receive (Rx) applications. Therefore, if a feed can be 

designed in such a way that the field strength at the edge of a reflector relative to that at the 

vertex due to the radiation pattern of the feed is same for two widely separated frequency 

bands, a same reflector can serve for transmitting and receiving in SATCOM applications.  In 

[8] a linear polarized metallic EBG dual-band antenna with higher frequency 1.5 times of the 

lower frequency, suitable as a feed of a reflector with a focal-length-to-diameter (f/d) ratio 

of 1.2, is proposed for spatial applications. In [62], a dual-band dual-polarized feed for a 

symmetrical single-reflector antenna is proposed where reflector has a focal length to 

diameter ratio of 0.25.  

The basic principles of Fabry-Perot cavity (FPC) antenna, comprised of a partially reflective 

surface (PRS) placed at a predetermined height above the primary radiator, was elaborately 

explained in [63]-[66]. Fig.5.1 shows the flow chart of parametric study of the PRS structure 

[66]. This work [66] presents a detailed parametric study for PRS height, thickness and 

dimensions, and proposed a lucid guideline for the PRS selection through the given flow 

chart. FPC antenna is explained as a leaky wave antenna in [67] and [68]. FPC based dual-

linear polarized sparse array was proposed in [7], where the inter-element spacing for the 

sparse array is computed from the element pattern minimum for the element in FPC. 
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Fig. 5.1. A flow chart for parametric study of PRS structure [66]. 

Based on the concept of array thinning proposed in [7], here, a right hand circular polarized 

(RHCP) 2x2 sparse array is designed inside a Fabry-Perot cavity (FPC) for Ku- (14.2-14.8 

GHz, with center frequency fL=14.5GHz) band with a single layer PRS as a superstrate. A 

conventional left hand circular polarized (LHCP) 2x2 K- (25-26 GHz with center frequency 

fH=25.5 GHz) band array is designed on the same substrate layer with same phase center as 

the Ku-band array, as shown in Fig. 1. The single element for both frequency bands is 

microstrip line fed corner truncated circular polarized patch antenna derived from opposite 

corner truncations of a square patch [1]. The well-known technique of sequential rotation 

[56] is applied to achieve a considerable axial ratio (AR) bandwidth at both Ku- and K-bands. 

The dual band (fL:fH=1:1.8) arrays with overlapping apertures is designed in such a way that 

the feed is suitable for an offset parabolic reflector of f/d ratio of 1.5. Preliminary study 

results of the dual band dual circular polarized feed for a parabolic reflector is presented in 

[69].  
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Ideally in case of a purely circularly polarized feed, the offset parabolic reflector is not 

supposed to depolarize the signal, rather a beam squint is observed in plane perpendicular 

to the offset plane [59]-[61]. But the cross-polarized fields of the feed within the -10dB 

beamwidth of the radiation pattern for both the bands has to be minimized to get best 

performance, the reflector f/d being selected considering 10dB gain drop from the vertex till 

the edge of the reflector for both bands. Different types of defected ground structures have 

been explored as an effective way to mitigate high cross-polarization in [70]-[72].  Further, 

a cross-shaped defected ground structure (CSDGS) is incorporated in both Ku- and K-band 

structures for improvement of cross-polarized fields [see Fig. 5.1].  

Therefore, the novelty of this work is in the technique of designing a RHCP/LHCP dual band 

feed for two far-off bands (fL:fH=1:1.8) with same phase center and controlled cross-

polarized fields and sidelobes while the  half edge illumination beamwidths (usually -10dB 

beamwidth) for both the bands remain similar.  

 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

Fig. 5.2. (a) Configuration of the two shared-aperture arrays at Ku- and K-band with 

overlapping apertures inside FPC, and (b) Fabricated prototype in anechoic chamber.  

 

5.2. Design Principle 

The FPC height is approximately determined by ℎ = 𝑛𝜆 2⁄ , where n is an integer, and 𝜆 is the 

free space wavelength at the resonant frequency of the primary radiator [63]. Therefore, the 

same height of the PRS is applicable for a primary radiator at Ku-band (say, 14 GHz) when 

n=1, and a primary radiator at Ka-band (say, 28 GHz) when n=2. 

  For a fixed beam broadside array [2], the grating lobes appears at 𝜃 = ±900 when 

interelement spacing (D) approaches unity, and sidelobe level (SLL) increases. The position 

of the first grating lobes of the array factor for a fixed beam broadside array is given by 

𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃𝐺𝐿 = 𝜆 𝐷⁄ . Grating lobes can be reduced significantly if the D is chosen in such a way that 

𝜃𝐺𝐿  occurs at element pattern minimum. Since  𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃𝐺𝐿  is an increasing function, larger D can 

be chosen if the first null beamwidth of the element pattern can be decreased which in turn 

indicates increase in directivity. Therefore, the PRS helps in directivity enhancement [65] 
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which offers the flexibility to choose D comparable to or more than a wavelength to design a 

2x2 sparse array at Ku-band, as shown in Fig. 5.1.  

The most important parameter for a reflector antenna is the f/d which is usually governed 

by the -10dB half edge illumination of the feed source. Therefore, the dual band feed has to 

be designed in such a way that the field strength at the edge of a reflector relative to that at 

the vertex due to the feed radiation pattern is same for both the bands. Approximately same 

-10dB beamwidth can be achieved only when the directivity is identical for both bands. But 

if we choose 14-15 GHz bandwidth for n=1 (ℎ = 𝑛𝜆 2⁄ ) for FPC, n=2 happens at 28-30 GHz 

range which provides higher directivity and reduced beamwidth. Therefore, we have 

selected a frequency range of 25-26 GHz (K-band) which provides similar directivity profile 

as 14-15GHz range in the FPC. Thus, we choose approximately fL:fH= 14.5: 25.5 =1:1.8 for 

best performances. 

Theoretically, the thickness of PRS should be odd multiple of 0.25𝜆𝑔 for best performance, 

where 𝜆𝑔 is the wavelength in the dielectric [61]. But here, the thickness is selected such that 

almost same directivity profile can be obtained for both the bands and must be an available 

thickness in data sheet of the chosen material.  

This concept can be utilized for any two far-off (≈ 1: 𝑛, since ℎ = 𝑛𝜆 2,⁄  where n is any 

integer) bands for Tx and Rx purpose in SATCOM applications, subject to judicious choice of 

PRS height (h), material and thickness. It can be noted that, though this concept is valid for 

𝑛 ≥ 2, but it may be more challenging to choose proper f/d when 𝑛 > 2. Moreover, best 

performance can be achieved if Tx and Rx bands are in 1: 1.8 (fL:fH=1:1.8) ratio instead of 

1:2.  

 

5.3. Single Element Radiation Pattern 

The normalized radiation pattern of a microstrip line fed circular polarized corner truncated 

patch antenna at Ku-band with and without superstrate is shown in Fig. 5.2. The substrate is 

a 30mil thick Arlon 250A of permittivity 𝜀𝑟 =2.5, and Rogers TMM10 (𝜀𝑟 =9.2) of thickness 
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1.27 mm is chosen as a PRS material (discussed in next section with reference to Fig. 5.5). In 

FPC, the element pattern null is at 680 at 14 GHz, and the corresponding D is found to be 

approximately 23.2 mm which is almost 1.1 times the free space wavelength at 14 GHz. But 

in order to achieve same phase center for both the arrays, we have chosen D = 25 mm to 

accommodate the K-band array at the center of the Ku-band array, as shown in Fig. 1. D could 

be further increased by choosing a PRS material of higher permittivity or increasing the 

number of layers [69].  

 

 

Fig. 5.3. Single element normalized radiation pattern of a circular polarized corner 

truncated patch antenna at Ku-band with and without PRS.  

 

5.4. Shared Aperture Arrays 

In the next step, FPC based sequentially rotated RHCP 2x2 sparse array with interelement 

spacing, DKu=25 mm [see Fig. 5.3] is designed at Ku-band and a sequentially rotated 2x2 K-

band LHCP conventional array with interelement spacing of DK=6 mm (half free space 

wavelength at 25 GHz) is designed on the same substrate at the center of the Ku-band array. 

Therefore, it is clear that the Ku-band array and the K-band array has overlapping apertures 
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or in other words they have shared apertures with a same phase center. Fig. 5.3(a) shows 

the reflection coefficient magnitude for Ku- and K-bands. Figs. 5.3(b) and (c) shows the axial 

ratio and gain versus frequency for Ku- and K-bands. Considering impedance mating equal 

or below -10dB along with the 3dB axial ratio criteria, the array offers a bandwidth of 14.1-

14.8 GHz in Ku-band and 25.4-26 GHz in K-band. The normalized radiation pattern of the Ku-

band (14.5GHz) and K-band (25.5 GHz) arrays are shown in Figs. 5.3(c) and (d), respectively, 

and we can observe that separation between co- to cross-polarized fields is not better than 

10dB in both the cases, which is mainly due to the extensive feed structure. The cross-

polarized fields are more prominent and asymmetrical in K-band. As discussed earlier, cross-

polarized fields should be significantly low within -10dB beamwidth of the feed source for 

reflector applications. Therefore, we have introduced a CSDGS, as shown in Fig. 5.1, which 

helps to improve cross-polarized fields by a significant amount.  

 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

 

 

(c) 
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(d) 

 

(e) 
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(f) 

Fig. 5.4. (a) Configuration of the shared aperture array, (b) Magnitude of reflection 

coefficient, broadside gain and AR for (c) Ku-band array, (d) Ka-band array, and broadside 

radiation pattern at (e) 14.5 GHz, and (f) 25.5 GHz. 

 

 

5.5. Shared aperture arrays with CSDGS 

A CSDGS is introduced for both Ku- and K-band arrays as shown in Fig. 5.1. The optimized 

dimensions of the CSDGS at Ku- and K-bands are shown in Fig. 5.4(a), where, LKu1=16 mm, 

LKu2=8 mm, LK1=7.2mm, LK2=5.2 mm, wKu1=0.6 mm, wKu2=0.6 mm, wK1=0.6 mm, wK2=0.5 mm, 

aKu1=3 mm, aKu2=3  mm, aK1=2 mm, aK2=1 mm, bKu1=3 mm, bKu2= 3 mm, bK1=2 mm, and bK2=1 

mm. The optimized dimensions of the corner truncated patches are shown in Fig. 5.4(b), 

where Lku=8.6 mm, Lk=3.2 mm, lku=4.6 mm, and lk=1.3 mm. Rogers TMM10 (𝜀𝑟 =9.2) is chosen 

as a PRS material and a parametric study for directivity versus frequency for different 

available thickness (t in Fig.5.1(a)) is presented in Fig. 5.5. It is evident that directivity varies 

from 13-15dBic for both the bands for a PRS thickness of 1.27mm. The fabricated prototype 

in anechoic chamber along with the top and bottom view of the shared aperture array 
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without PRS and side view with PRS is shown in Fig. 5.1(b). The overall dimension of the 

structure is 60 mm x 60 mm x10.7 (h) mm. During the fabrication of the structure, we had 

taken the substrate dimension slightly larger than the ground plane (GP) to accommodate a 

3D printed support made of PLA to hold the substrate and superstrate at the predetermined 

separation and integrate the two pieces, as shown in Fig.5.1(b). We have verified the 

simulation results considering the PLA structure and found that the PLA support has no 

mention worthy effects on the antenna performance.  

The simulated and measured magnitude of input reflection coefficients, and AR for both Ku- 

and K-band arrays is shown in Figs. 5.6(a) and (b) respectively. We can see that, considering 

the 3dB AR criteria, the array covers a 14.2-14.8 GHz in Ku-band and 25.1-26 GHz in K-band. 

The measured and simulated normalized radiation patterns at 14.5 GHz and 25.5 GHz are 

shown in Figs. 5.6(c) and (d), respectively. The Ku-band array is designed to work in RHCP 

and K-band array is designed to work in LHCP. The separation between co-to cross polarized 

fields has improved to 20dB after the use of CSDGS and SLL is better than -15dB. 

 

 

(a) 
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(b) 

Fig. 5.5. (a) Bottom view of the GP with zoom in view of the CSDGS along with dimensions, 

and (b) the top view of the Ku- and Ka-band arrays with zoom in view of the truncated 

patches at Ku- and Ka-band along with patch dimensions.  

 

Fig. 5.6. Directivity versus frequency for different values of PRS thickness ‘t’ for Ku- and K-

band. 
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(a) 

 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

 

(d) 

Fig. 5.7. Simulated and measured (a) Magnitude of reflection coefficient at Ku-band and Ka-

band, (b) AR versus frequency at Ku-band and K-band, and radiation patterns at (c) 14.5 GHz, 

and (d) 25.5 GHz. 
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The physical insight of the cross-polarization mitigation by deploying a CSDGS can be 

explained from the comparison of the vector current distribution of the GP shown in Fig. 5.7 

for K-band structure at 25.5 GHz with and without CSDGS. In the case of the GP without 

CSDGS, it is observed that along with LHCP, less strong RHCP is developed which is the 

source of cross-polarized fields. When the CSDGS is introduced, the RHCP is weakened by a 

significant amount which reduced cross-polar field. The same explanation applies for Ku-

band as well, but not shown here for the sake of brevity. 

 

 

 

Fig. 5.8. Comparison of current distribution of the GP for with and without CSDGS for Ka-

band array (bottom view).  
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Cross polarization may be further improved by designing the feeding network on a substrate 

below the ground plane and feeding the patches by vias, but that will cause back radiation 

which will show up as spill over in reflector pattern. A multi-layered stripline based feed 

structure with ground vias and feed vias can provide significant performance improvement, 

but the structure will be complicated for fabrication. 

5.6. Shared aperture array as a feed of an offset parabolic reflector 

We can observe from Figs. 5.6(c) and (d) that the 10dB beamwidth at both Ku- and K-band 

arrays is approximately 𝜑0 =180 which is suitable as a feed source for an offset parabolic 

reflector of f/d=1.5 as calculated from the equation for offset parabolic reflector given in 

[12]. Also, the feed source has to be directed toward the center of the offset reflector from 

the focal axis by an angle of approximately 𝜑𝑓 =180 as calculated from [12]. We have chosen 

a reflector with d=50cm which is almost 24𝜆 at 14GHz and 42𝜆 at 25 GHz. The beam squint 

calculated from [1] is only 0.030 and 0.020 at Ku- and K-band respectively. The configuration 

of offset parabolic reflector along with the feed source is shown in Fig. 5.8(a). A f/d versus 

beamwidth and feed angle versus beamwidth for an offset parabolic reflector is shown in 

Fig. 5.8(b). Figs. 5.8(c) and (d) show the radiation patterns at 14.5 GHz, and 25.5 GHz, 

respectively, for the shared aperture arrays placed at the focal point of the offset parabolic 

reflector. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 
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(c) 

 

 (d) 

Fig.5.9. (a) Configuration of the offset reflector with shared aperture array at focal point, (b) 

f/d and feed angle versus frequency, and radiation pattern at (a) 14.5GHz, and (d)25.5 GHz. 
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We have achieved a peak gain of 30 dBic at 14.5 GHz, and 35 dBic at 25.5 GHz, with peak co-

cross polarization separation being better than 20dB and SLL level almost -20dB below the 

peak gain for both bands. It is worth mentioning that reflector reverses the sense of rotation, 

and hence we can observe LHCP at Ku- and RHCP at K-band. 

 

5.8. Conclusion 

Here, a dual band (fL:fH =1:1.8) circular polarized feed design for reflector (with f/d=1.5) 

planned for SATCOM applications, is proposed. Grating lobes has been suppressed by 

element pattern minimum and the arrayed elements are located at a distance larger than the 

free space wavelength in FPC at Ku-band. The K-band is chosen as the higher band instead 

of Ka-band so that the half edge illumination is same for both the bands. The K-band array 

with interelement spacing of half wavelength is designed on the same substrate so that both 

Ku- and K-band arrays have same phase center. A CSDGS is employed at both the bands to 

improve cross-polarized fields. The feed structure is fabricated and tested for its impedance 

matching and radiation pattern. The concept can be applicable for any two far-off 

(= 1: 1.8) bands for Tx and Rx purpose, subject to proper choice of PRS height, material, and 

thickness.  
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Chapter 6 

 

Conclusion and Future Work 

 

7.1. Conclusion 

For satellite communications (SATCOM), battlefield applications, 5G communications and 

different other developing technological applications, the phased array antennas (PAAs) are 

preferred over mechanical scanning antennas. PAA can radiate ample amount of microwave 

power in an intended direction to accomplish system link requirements and the beam can 

be electronically scanned instantaneously. The recent developments of commercial silicon 

beamforming chipsets has increased the flexibility of phased array antennas. The fully 

integrated chipset discards the need for discrete transceiver blocks and employs a 

transmit/receive (T/R) switch, low noise amplifier, power amplifier, phase shifters, and 

variable attenuators. Moreover, the fully integrated chipset reduces overall size, cost, and RF 

losses. This doctoral research presents the design and development of two different 

wideband dual linear/dual circular polarized Phased Array Antennas with integrated 

beamforming network using 5G Silicon RFICs for two different applications. 

In the first research project, a 4x2 wideband, dual linear polarized phased array antenna, 

comprised of intuitively shaped all metallic radiators with an overall cross-section of λ/2 × 

λ/2 and height nearly equal to λ/2 corresponding to the center frequency (9.5 GHz), working 

also as heat sink, is presented for X-band (8.5-11.5 GHz) applications. The peak broadside 

gain is varying between 11-14 dBi over the bandwidth. Peak gain varies from 12.8-12.5 dBi 

at 9.50 GHz as beam scans till ±45° in φ=00 plane and ±30° in φ=900 plane. The 4x2 antenna 

aperture is 3D metal printed, and the beamforming network, consisting of Anokiwave RFICs, 

is integrated with the antenna aperture. The temperature reduction of 60°C is obtained using 

this heat sink antenna structure, which is also validated with an infrared (IR) camera.  
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This second project is based on requirements derived from a National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration (NASA) Glenn Research Center (GRC) mission concept for an orbiting lunar 

relay providing persistent connectivity to the lunar south pole. A flat panel 8x8 phased array 

with radio frequency integrated chips (RFIC) based beamforming network, is proposed. The 

array works in dual linear in addition to dual circular polarizations over a bandwidth of 22-

28 GHz, with a realized gain of 23 dBi/dBic in the broadside direction. The array scans till 

±50° within 3dB scan loss point, and offers axial ratio (AR) below 3dB over the entire 

bandwidth within the entire scan range. The array consists of novel radiating elements 

arranged exclusively in 2x2 sub-array level, thereby improving cross-polarized fields and 

axial ratio. The measurement results of the scan loss and axial ratio for different scan angles 

of the array is in good agreement with simulated results, and the G/T in receive mode and 

EIRP in transmit mode are also measured. Though the array is designed for NASA lunar 

project, the array is versatile and can find application in various advanced 5G communication 

systems.  

Reflector antennas with circularly polarized feed sources find applications in SATCOM for 

high directivity and relatively low cost. SATCOM requires two independent widely separated 

bands for the transmit (Tx) and receive (Rx) purpose. In the third project, a Fabry-Perot 

cavity based shared aperture for two circularly polarized 2x2 arrays, one working at Ku-

band and other at Ka-band, both having same phase center, is designed as a dual band feed 

of an offset parabolic reflector. The technique of sequential rotation is employed to achieve 

circular polarization at both Ku- and Ka-bands. A peak gain of 32 dBic is achieved at Ku-band 

and 35 dBic is achieved at Ka-band with axial ratio bandwidth of 500MHz at Ku-band and 1 

GHz at Ka band.  

7.2. Future Study 

In the first project, presented in Chapter 3, the heat sink array antenna can be extended to 

other frequency bands and larger array sizes except that better technology for integration of 

the metal radiator with BFN board is to be investigated. A conducting adhesive called silver 

epoxy can be employed to adhere the metal structure with the board and avoid the bimetallic 

strip effects. Due to the roughness of the 3D metal printed antenna structure, and the 
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difference of thermal coefficient between the beamforming board and the 3D printed metal 

structure, fabrication of such an array is quite challenging. An improved assembly technique 

is required to be developed in future. 

For the second project, presented in Chapter 4, the array is versatile, and can be scaled to 

any even number of elements, for instance it can be scaled to a 16x16, 32x32 or 64x64 array 

and so forth. According to the NASA requirements, the array will be scaled to a 16x32 = 512 

elements array. When the array will be placed in a cubesat, a shooting bouncing ray analysis 

of the array along with the cubesat should be completed to consider the practical situation. 

Apart from NASA application, the array can be excited with various amplitude tapers to 

reduce side lobe level and study the performances. A monopulse or difference pattern can 

be obtained by first setting the phases on the elements for a certain scan angle and then 

adding a 180◦ phase shift to half of the array, thereby generating a null at the scan angle. Any 

rotated linear polarizations can be obtained if the horizontal and vertical polarizations are 

excited in phase or out of phase such that 𝜑 =  tan−1 |𝑉|

|𝐻|
 , and 𝜑 can be 300, 450, 600, and so 

forth. The error vector magnitude for digitally modulated signal can be studied as a potential 

topic of interest. Also, the EIRP at P1dB for different scan angles can be measured. The array 

can be designed for any frequency range to meet different applications, provided the chip 

has to be selected accordingly. The array may need a radome for protection, and analysis 

with radome is required in that case. The phased array can be employed as a feed source for 

a cylindrical parabolic reflector. 

The third project, which is presented in chapter 5, is based on the design of a dual band feed 

source for a parabolic reflector antenna. We have built the feed source and tested it for 

impedance matching and radiation pattern for validation, and showed the simulated results 

only in case of reflector performance. The reflector and the array will be simulated with a 

strut and the setup will be built and tested for validation. Also, the feed can be designed and 

simulated for different frequency pairs in 1:1.8 ratio for different applications.  
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